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IHS Technology forecasts
9 GW of single-axis tracker
installations worldwide in
2019, with the US the largest
market, accounting for 36% of global
single-axis tracker installations. Growth
projections such as these focused the attention
of existing tracker manufacturers and influenced
manufacturers that have historically offered fixed
racking systems to dedicate resources to tracker
technology acquisition and development. The article
presents manufacturer and equipment profiles that
provide insight into the backgrounds, products and
development efforts of ten companies that offer
tracker systems for utility-scale and large commercial applications.
BY JOE SCHWARTZ

34 NEC 2017 Updates for PV Systems

dramatically simplify Article 690.
We also preview the Code revisions
that are most relevant to PV system
designers and installers and explore how some
of these changes will expedite permitting, inspection
and O&M activities.
BY BILL BROOKS, PE

50 The Solar Software Ecosystem
While software is a luxury product for some solar companies, it is integral to the success of others. Software
specifically developed for solar market applications
has proliferated in recent years due to sustained industry growth. A San Francisco Bay Area subject matter
expert curates highlights and trends from the expanding network of specialty solar software and services.
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Introducing SystemEdge from OutBack Power
OutBack pioneered the concept of pre-configured and pre-wired systems with the
acclaimed FX-based FLEXpower Series—and solar installers responded by making it a
best seller in the demanding off-grid market.
Now, OutBack is doing it again with SystemEdge, a line of advanced solutions
that bundle a purposefully designed integrated system and energy storage
with system management that take the guesswork out of any installation.
Available in 4 or 8kW models, solutions are UL-1741 listed from OutBack’s rooftop
FLEXware ICS combiner box to EnergyCell Nano-Carbon batteries.
SystemEdge is based on OutBack’s FLEXpower Radian with Grid/Hybrid technology
and advanced features including GridZero and Advanced Battery Charging.
When optimized with OPTICS RE system monitoring and control—
FLEXtime settings allow a user to master any utility situation. Your customer
has the choice to use, sell or store their generated solar electricity.

SystemEdge-420NC
20kWh Indoor Solution

Your time is valuable—with SystemEdge from OutBack Power you can spend less time on balance-ofsystem, and more time adding value to all of your installations. Contact your local sales representative or visit
www.outbackpower.com to learn more.

OutBack Power | Masters of the Off-Grid. First Choice for the New Grid. | 17825 59th Ave NE, Suite B | Arlington, WA 98223 | Tel: (360) 435-6030 | www.outbackpower.com
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Commissioned in 2015, its 1.3 MW Springer Solar PV
plant deploys an Array Technologies DuraTrack HZ v3
horizontal single-axis solar tracker. Sacramento,
California–based ArrayCon served as the project’s EPC
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Quick Rack limited our selection of panels and were extremely difficult to service.
Quick Rack installation is a snap. Integrated grounding, superior wire management,
module-level electronics compatibility and the best flashing and waterproofing in the
industry. And unlike other systems, Quick Rack adjusts ‘on the fly’ to minor roof variations.
I consider Quick Rack a must-have solution for installers who want their systems to last.
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President, Green Sun Energy Services, LLC
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Industry Currents

Panasonic Launches
High-Efficiency PV Models
[Newark, NJ] Panasonic Eco Solutions North America announced the
availability of two high-power and high-efficiency HIT 96-cell modules.
The N330 (330 W) model has a module efficiency of 19.7%. The N325
(325 W) model has a module efficiency of 19.4%. First introduced in 1997,
Panasonic’s HIT technology has a unique hetero-junction cell structure
constructed of monocrystalline and amorphous silicon layers. Two ultrathin
amorphous silicon layers prevent recombinations of electrons, minimizing
carrier loss and maximizing module efficiency. The recently released N330
and N325 modules feature Panasonic’s current-generation HIT cells. Electrical specifications for the N330 are 5.7 Imp, 58 Vmp, 6.07 Isc and 69.7 Voc.
Electrical specifications for the N325 are 5.65 Imp, 57.6 Vmp, 6.03 Isc and
69.6 Voc. Panasonic backs both models with 15-year workmanship and 25-year
power-output warranties.
Panasonic Eco Solutions North America / panasonic.net/ecosolutions

SolarBOS Introduces
1,500 Vdc Solutions
[Livermore, CA]

Forward-looking equipment manufacturers
such as SolarBOS are
developing and certifying
high-voltage equipment
suitable for deployment
in 1,500 V PV power
plants as they become
more prevalent in the
US. SolarBOS recently
introduced highly customizable disconnect
combiners and recombiners that are ETL listed to UL 1741 for
1,500 Vdc applications. Customers can order the disconnect
combiners with up to 36 input circuits and a NEMA 3R, 4 or 4X
enclosure. Options include transient surge suppression and preterminated input conductors that are compatible with SolarBOS
wire harness systems. The 1,500 Vdc recombiners are available
with up to 16 input circuits and are also offered with a NEMA 3R,
4 or 4X enclosure. Options for the recombiners include zonelevel monitoring, transient surge protection, integrated non–loadbreak or load-break disconnects and blown fuse indicators.
SolarBOS / 925.456.7744 / solarbos.com
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SMA Redesigns
Commercial Inverter
Racking System
[Rocklin, CA] Engineered for low-slope rooftop applications, SMA America’s second-generation ReadyRack is a
fully integrated, preassembled and prewired roof-mount
rack that includes all balance-of-system
components. The turnkey solution includes a Sunny Tripower
TL-US inverter, an SMA
Connection Unit (an eightstring combiner with disconnect), an ac disconnect
switch, complete electrical
bonding of all components
and pre-installed EPDM foot
pads for direct placement on the roof
surface. The weight of the Ready Rack with all components
preinstalled is 180 lbs. Designed for mounting within 10 feet
of the PV array, the ReadyRack complies with the NEC 2014
section 690.12 rapid-shutdown requirements. The Sunny
Tripower’s integrated dc AFCI ensures optimal safety and
minimizes false-positive trips. SMA America offers five
ReadyRack variants for compatibility with Sunny Tripower
12 kW–30 kW 3-phase string inverter models.
SMA America / 916.625.0870 / sma-america.com

the

Wire

Yaskawa–Solectria Solar Introduces
High-Power String Inverter Models
Adding to its existing line of 3-phase non-isolated string inverters for commercial and decentralized solar applications, Yaskawa–Solectria Solar has introduced 50 kW and
60 kW inverter models for 1,000 Vdc projects. The new PVI 50TL and PVI 60TL inverters feature
3 MPP trackers (300 Vdc–950 Vdc operating range, 540 Vdc–850 Vdc MPPT range) with five
inputs per tracker, integrated ac and dc disconnects, and remote diagnostics and firmware upgrades.
Options include an MC4 wiring box, shade cover and web-based monitoring. The PVI 50TL and
PVI 60TL inverters employ integrated NEC 2014–compliant AFCI and rapid-shutdown functionality.
The inverters are approved for mounting angles of 0°–90° (flat through vertical) and are covered by a
standard 10-year warranty with optional 15- and 20-year extended service agreements.

[Lawrence, MA]

Yaskawa–Solectria Solar / 978.683.9700 / solectria.com

Ingeteam Expands
String Inverter Lineup
[Zamudio, Spain] Ingeteam has added a third model to its
high-power 3-phase Ingecon Sun 3Play inverter line. The 40TL
U M480 (40 kW) model joins the existing 18TL U M480 (18 kW)
and 24TL U M480 (24 kW) inverters that Ingeteam developed for
1,000 Vdc large commercial, industrial and decentralized utilityscale PV installations. All three non-isolated 3-phase 480 Vac
inverters feature two independent MPP trackers with 200 Vdc–
820 Vdc MPPT range, a CEC weighted efficiency of 98% and
arc-fault circuit interruption functionality.
Housed in a NEMA 4
enclosure, the 138pound 40TL U M480
is approved for 0°–90°
mounting. Ingeteam
backs the Ingecon Sun
3Play inverter line
with a 10-year warranty
extendable up to
20 years.
Ingeteam / 408.524.2929 /
ingeteam.com

Solar-Log Offers
Solar Feed-In
Management
[Bethel, CT] With more than 230,000 solar plants monitored
globally through nearly 1 million connected inverters generating over 10 GW of power, Solar-Log developed its technical
solutions for grid feed-in and inverter power management for
European self-consumption markets. All the company’s loggers (Solar-Log 300, 1200 and 2000) have power-management
capabilities with the purchase and activation of a powermanagement software key and can provide feed-in control
with the activation of power management when coupled with
a consumption meter. By determining the instantaneous building
load, Solar-Log can control grid feed-in based on a percentage of the total PV inverter power or in kW. In a zero grid export
application, Solar-Log controls the inverters, allowing them to
generate power to offset the building load but not export surplus
energy to the grid.
Solar-Log / 203.702.7189 / solar-log-america.com
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THE FRONIUS SOLAR PORTFOLIO
COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL SNAPINVERTERS AVAILABLE NOW FROM 1.5 - 24.0 KW
/ Experience high quality power conversion from a privately owned, bankable technology leader.
/ Fully integrated features include Wi-Fi, SunSpec Modbus, free lifetime monitoring, AFCI, and DC disconnect.
/ Maximize system design and flexiblity with dual MPPT, streamlined technology and multiple grid connections.
/ The only truly field serviceable option for long-term sustainability and security.
/ Conveniently installed in under 15 minutes on a pole, rooftop, or ground mount.
/ Follow us on Twitter @FroniusUSASolar #24hoursofsun or visit www.fronius-usa.com.
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Understanding Codes and
Standards
While codes and standards serve a
common goal, they are not synonymous. A code, on the one hand, tells
industry stakeholders what they
need to do to meet minimum safeguards for a specific discipline, such
as installing an electrical system
or building a structure. A standard,
on the other, tells them how to

ensure that their designs meet these
code requirements.
As an example, the stated purpose of
the National Electrical Code is “the practical safeguarding of persons and property
from hazards arising from the use of
electricity.” The 2011 edition of the NEC
introduced requirements for dc arc-fault
circuit protection for PV systems, codified in NEC Section 690.11. Before system
C O N T I N U E D O N PA G E 1 4
integrators could
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Figure 1 NFPA revises and updates all of its codes and standards every 3–5 years.
The four-step development process outlined here typically takes 2 years to complete and results in a revised edition.
Reproduced with permission from www.nfpa.org, An Introduction to the NFPA Standards Development
Process, copyright © 2012, National Fire Protection Association.
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V system safety rests on three
pillars: responsible PV professionals dedicated to designing and installing safe systems; local
AHJs entrusted to conduct third-party
reviews and inspections verifying the
safety of system design and installation
practices; and the codes and standards
that provide guidance to these parties
by defining minimum safety requirements. Though it is a favorite pastime
of PV professionals to complain about
codes and standards, the process of
developing and revising them is very
much a volunteer effort. As such, the
quality of these governing guidelines for
PV systems and components depends
directly on the knowledge and dedication of these volunteers.
In this article, I explore the practical differences between codes and
standards and explain why both are
necessary and important. I then provide an overview of the organizations
responsible for codes and standards
relevant to the North American solar
industry and elaborate on their development processes and how you can
get involved. Since the development
process for the National Electrical
Code is particularly accessible, I walk
through this in detail. If you feel there
is room for improvement in the codes
and standards with which you must
comply, the only way to bring about
change is to engage in the development process. Though it is a significant commitment, becoming part of
this process pays dividends in many
ways. It brings you into contact with
subject matter experts from all areas
of the solar industry, enhances your
understanding of applicable codes and
standards, and ultimately improves
the safety of fielded PV systems.

QA
meet this new Code requirement, industry stakeholders had to develop a new
standard specifically for PV dc arc-fault
circuit protection. The resulting product
safety standard, UL 1699B, details the
manufacturing and testing requirements
for this new class of equipment.
Codes and standards are essential
to enhancing the safeness of PV systems because safety is not an easy sell
in and of itself. Improving safety tends
to increase costs without enhancing
functionality, performance or reliability.
All else being equal, equipment and
service providers are most motivated
by driving down costs. Codes and standards level the playing field by ensuring
that all fielded PV systems have to meet
the same basic safety requirements.
Getting Involved
In North America, the National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) and UL

are the primary entities responsible
for codes and standards pertaining to
PV systems. The Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) is
also relevant since it is responsible for
utility-interactive inverter interconnection standards.
NFPA. According to its website,
the NFPA is “devoted to eliminating
death, injury, property and economic
loss due to fire, electrical and related
hazards.” Established in 1896, the
nonprofit organization has approximately 65,000 members today and
more than 6,000 volunteer seats on
the development committees responsible for its 300 codes and standards.
The NFPA codes most pertinent to
the PV industry are NFPA 70: National
Electrical Code and NFPA 1: Fire Code.
Other relevant standards include
NFPA 70E: Standard for Electrical
Safety in the Workplace and NFPA

780: Standard for the Installation of
Lightning Protection Systems.
The NFPA uses a consensus-based
process that is open to public input in
developing and revising all of its codes
and standards. While it releases new editions of some of its standards at variable
intervals, the NFPA updates its most
widely used codes at regular intervals.
For example, every 3 years it publishes
a new edition of the NEC, which AHJs
eventually adopt in all 50 states. Though
revision cycles and schedules vary from
one publication to another, the NFPA
uses the basic development process
detailed in Figure 1 (p. 12) for all of its
codes and standards.
Looking specifically at NFPA 70,
you see two opportunities for solar
industry stakeholders to engage in the
development process. These are the
public input stage and the public comment stage.

High-tech. Not high-touch.
The Pika Energy Island™
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Grid
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Solar

Battery
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Grid
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Your solar + storage solution is here.

Our 7.6kW battery-ready inverters are designed for fast, plug-and-play installation
with no autotransformer. Finally, a simple way to give your customers solar + storage.
Made in the USA. Learn more at pika-energy.com
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Public input: As soon as NFPA
publishes NEC 2017 (late 2016), it will
begin the process of developing the
revised 2020 edition. The first step
in this process is an official public
notice, known as the Call for Public
Input, whereby NFPA requests that
interested parties submit proposals for
Code changes. Everything in the NEC is
open for revision at this stage: changes
in wording, modifications to tables or
figures, wholesale additions or deletions, and so forth.
Generally speaking, stakeholders can
submit input in two ways, either directly
to the NFPA or indirectly via participation in an industry stakeholders group.
In theory, public input from individuals
is just as important as input from industry groups. However, input from industry groups tends to carry more weight in
practice, especially with regard to major
Code changes or contentious issues.

Most industry working groups
hold stakeholder meetings to discuss
and vote on proposed Code changes.
While this consensus process tends
to result in higher-quality input than
direct input from an individual does,
people who have worked on a group
proposal are not restricted from submitting their own proposal. If you are a
member of the Solar Energy Industries
Association (SEIA), you can participate in its codes and standards working group. Other industry groups tend
to change over time and may have different goals. Though the Solar America
Board for Codes and Standards has
been active for the last 9 years, it does
not currently have funding to participate in the next Code cycle. As a result,
some stakeholders have formed a new
group, the PV Industry Code Council.
After the closing date for public input,
NFPA committees made up of volunteers

meet to produce a first draft of the
revised NEC. For NFPA 70, there are 19
Code-making panels (CMPs) as well as a
correlating committee that harmonizes
the efforts of all of the CMPs across the
NEC. With the exception of CMP-10, each
CMP covers multiple NEC articles. The
volunteers who sit on these panels typically represent stakeholder groups.
For instance, CMP-4 is responsible
for six NEC articles for the 2017 revision
cycle, including 690 and 705. Its 17 principal (voting) and 10 alternate members
represent associations for electrical contractors, manufacturers and inspectors,
testing services, firefighters and unions,
as well as renewable energy industry
stakeholders. Solar industry stakeholder
groups represented on CMP-4 include
the Large-Scale Solar Association,
Photovoltaic Industry Code Council and
SEIA. These CMP members vote on all
public input related to Articles 690 and
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The best way to engage UL’s standards development process is to apply to join one of its nearly
400 standards technical panels (STPs).
705, and then prepare and approve a
first draft of the language proposed for
the next edition of the NEC.
Public comment: After compiling
committee documents, NFPA releases
its first draft report for NFPA 70. As
part of this process, NFPA posts not
only all the public input proposals to
its website, but also the associated
CMP comments and ballot results.
Once the first draft is available, NFPA
invites public comments from individuals or organizations on the proposed
language. Stakeholders cannot propose new Code changes at this stage.
Emotions often run high during the comment period. Typically,
commenters either want the CMP to
overturn a decision to reject a public
input proposal or to reverse course and
reject a change it voted to implement.
After the comment period closes, CMPs
review and vote on every public comment, and then prepare a second draft.
Once CMPs vote to accept the second
draft, the NEC revision cycle is substantially complete. At this point, public
input is limited. If a serious issue arises
around a proposed change, the NFPA
has a process in place for dealing with
this at its annual technical meeting.
UL. Like the NFPA, UL traces its origins to the mid-1890s, when the advent
of electricity created a need for safety
testing and fire prevention measures.
Today, UL is responsible for more
than 1,500 product safety standards,
covering everything from electric toys
(UL 696) to low-voltage fuses (UL 248).
The product safety standards most relevant to the solar industry include UL
1703 (PV modules), UL 1741 (inverters,
combiners, controllers and similar
equipment) and UL 2703 (mounting
systems with integral grounding).
16
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UL product safety
standards are
primarily the purview of Nationally
Recognized Testing
Laboratories—such
as Intertek, TÜV
and UL—that certify and list equipment to these consensus standards.
Though it is open to the public, the
process of creating and revising UL
standards is considerably less transparent and has fewer opportunities for
public input than the NFPA process. For
example, UL does not have a predetermined revision schedule for its standards. Instead, UL employees determine
when a standard needs revision based
on public comments and internal
feedback. As a result, some UL standards remain relatively static over time,
whereas others get regular revision.
The best way to engage UL’s standards development process is to apply
to join one of its nearly 400 standards
technical panels (STPs). An STP is a
group of stakeholders with diverse
interests that UL has formed to review
proposals related to a specific product
safety standard. The basic process for
updating a standard starts when UL
prepares a first draft of the revised
standard and presents it to the STP. The
members of the STP then review the
draft, make comments, hold meetings,
schedule conference calls and so forth.
At the close of the comment period, UL
collects and reviews comments from
the STP and generates a second draft,
which it delivers to the STP for balloting. If a majority of STP members vote
to accept the draft, UL revises the standard; if they do not reach a consensus,
the UL staff prepares another draft. This
pattern continues until participants
reach a positive consensus. Little of this
process is visible to the public.
To join an STP, simply find the panel
that covers the topic you are interested
in on the UL website. Fill out the STP
application and submit it to the program
manager of record. The membership

application requires that you select an
interest category. To maintain diversity,
UL limits the number of STP members
per interest category and allows only
one voting member per organization.
The STP chair controls the number of
members on any given STP. It is difficult to join popular STPs, such as those
overseeing UL 1703 and UL 1741, as they
tend to fill to capacity.
IEEE. The IEEE Standards Association
(IEEE-SA) publishes many standards,
some of which inform test standards
for other organizations, such as UL. For
example, IEEE 1547 is a series of interconnection standards for distributed
energy resources operating in parallel
with electric power systems, including
conformance test procedures for inverters. Multiple IEEE 1547 working groups
(WGs) are actively engaged in a multiyear process of completing a full revision
of the standard to enable, among other
things, grid-support functionality and
smart grid interoperability.
To engage the IEEE standards development process, you must be a member
of both IEEE and the IEEE-SA. While you
do not need to be an engineer to join
IEEE, you must be able to show competence in a designated field. Once you
have applied for membership and paid
your dues, you can contact the IEEE
standards liaison to express interest in
and get information about joining a specific WG. Note that the IEEE 1547 standard comprises multiple subparts, each
with its own WG. If you want to work
on multiple standards within the series,
you must join each of the associated
WGs. Active WGs typically maintain a
listserv that provides progress updates
and information on upcoming meetings.
Since IEEE tends to hold more in-person
meetings and requires membership fees,
engaging its standards development
process is more expensive than volunteering with NFPA or UL.
—Marvin Hamon / Hamon
Engineering / Alameda, CA /
hamonengineering.com

highest module density
fastest installation
zero scheduled maintenance
proven reliability

best
LEVELIZED

COST

OF

ELECTRICITY

period.

With more than three gigawatts of solar installed, Array’s DuraTrack HZ
trackers are field proven to be the fastest to install and the most reliable,
resulting in the lowest levelized cost of electricity. Now the revolutionary
DuraTrack HZ v3 design features zero scheduled maintenance and the
highest module density of any system on the planet. Put the innovation
and power of Array Technologies in your next installation.

sales@arraytechinc.com

1.855.TRACKPV

arraytechinc.com

Array Tracking Systems

for PV Power Plants
By Joe Schwartz

IHS

Technology’s “PV Balance of System Equipment Report—2015” forecasts 9 GW of singleaxis tracker installations worldwide in 2019,
with the US the largest market, accounting for 36% of global
single-axis tracker installations. The projected growth in the
deployment of systems using horizontal single-axis trackers has focused the attention of existing manufacturers that
are scaling their technologies for multimegawatt tracked
PV plants and influenced manufacturers that have historically offered fixed racking systems to dedicate resources to
tracker technology acquisition and development. This article
presents manufacturer and equipment profiles that provide
insight into the backgrounds, products and development
efforts of ten companies that offer single-axis or dual-axis
trackers for utility-scale and large commercial applications.
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AllEarth Solar
Founded in 2008 by David Blittersdorf, AllEarth Solar is
a privately held corporation headquartered in Williston,
Vermont. Blittersdorf has a long history of entrepreneurship in the renewable energy industry and related fields.
After receiving a mechanical engineering degree from the
University of Vermont in 1981, he founded NRG Systems,
a manufacturer of wind and solar resource assessment
equipment. In 2004 Blittersdorf stepped down as CEO of
NRG Systems to found AllEarth Renewables. Initially, the
company’s focus was the development of residential and
farm-scale wind turbines. However, the rapid decrease in
PV module prices that was occurring at the time created
a challenging market for grid-tied small-scale wind systems in the US. Due to these changing market dynamics,

C ou r te sy N E XTr a c k e r
Co u r t e s y A l l Ea r t h S o la r

Blittersdorf decided to make a full-scale
shift in AllEarth’s product focus and began
developing dual-axis solar trackers in 2008.
Five months later, AllEarth’s first tracker
models were in production.
While integrators most often deploy
AllEarth’s trackers in commercial and residential installations, they have also used
the single-pole dual-axis tracker system in
megawatt-scale projects, such as the 2.1 MW
South Burlington Solar Farm commissioned
in 2011 and the 2.2 MW Claire Solar Farm
commissioned in October 2014. Both plants
are located in South Burlington, Vermont.
AllEarth served as the EPC firm for the
Claire Solar Farm project and deployed 366
solar trackers on the site.

AllEarth Solar
Tracker AllEarth has
designed its Solar
Tracker’s components,
with the exception of
the pole, to fit on a
single pallet, streamlining procurement
and shipping. AllEarth
typically packages
the tracker as part
of a pre-engineered
system that includes
modules, a string
inverter and associated mounting
hardware.
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Unique aspects of the solar tracker include the
way that AllEarth has designed all its components,
with the exception of the pole, to fit on a single
pallet, streamlining procurement and shipping. In
addition, AllEarth typically packages the tracker
as part of a pre-engineered system that includes
modules, a string inverter and associated mounting hardware. AllEarth’s approach to distributed
power processing, with a string inverter mounted
to each tracker, is an early example of a shift toward
decentralized power conditioning systems that
utilize high-power string inverters rather than central inverters.
AllEarth trackers are compatible with precast
or pour-in-place concrete, steel riser and helical
pile foundations. The trackers are certified to ASCE
7–10 for 120 mph wind loads. A 180 W hydraulic
motor drives a ring/worm gear yaw drive (azimuth) Array Technologies DuraTrack HZ v3 With a history of solar tracker
with a 360° movement range. A hydraulic cylinder development that dates back to 1990 and a sharpened focus on multiautomatically adjusts the tracker’s tilt from 0° to megawatt utility-scale PV plants, Array Technologies launched its third60°. A GPS-based microprocessor controller regu- generation DuraTrack HZ v3 horizontal single-axis tracker in 2015. It is
lates both tracking mechanisms (azimuth and tilt). shown here in this 1 MW system developed by ArrayCon in Springer,
To protect the tracker during high-wind events, the New Mexico. It features two-stage gearing and flexible rotary drive
system relies on an anemometer sensor and associ- shafts. Each 2-hp 3-phase 480 Vac motor can drive up to 28 rows of
ated algorithm that stows the array flat when wind 80 modules each, with only two motors required per MWac.
speed reaches 30 mph. The system includes wireless communication and visualization software for
tracker plant management. AllEarth manufactures its trackATI currently offers single- and dual-axis DuraTrack
ers in the US, and they carry a 10-year warranty.
pole-mounted trackers for residential and small commercial
applications, as well as two models of DuraTrack single-axis
horizontal trackers that are well suited to large residential
and small commercial projects.
With a sharpened focus on multimegawatt utility-scale
Array Technologies (ATI) is a privately held company that PV plants, ATI launched its third-generation DuraTrack
has been manufacturing solar trackers in Albuquerque, New HZ v3 horizontal single-axis tracker at Intersolar North
Mexico, since 1992. Its founder and CEO, Ron Corio, pat- America 2015 in San Francisco. The tracker features twoented his first solar tracking system in 1990 while working for stage gearing and a flexible rotary drive shaft. Each 2 hp
Wattsun. SolarPro’s publishing partner, Home Power, ran an 3-phase 480 Vac motor can drive up to 28 rows of 80 c-Si
early and very favorable review of Corio’s first dual-axis tracker modules each, with only two motors required per MWac.
in its October/November 1991 issue. The magazine’s publisher, The DuraTrack HZ v3 minimizes driveline and module
Richard Perez, concluded, “I have never been excited enough gaps to maximize array density and site utilization, while
by a PV tracker to install one in our system. The mechanical requiring half as many motors as the previous DuraTrack
vagaries seemed to decrease the inherent reliability of the PV HZ v2.5 model.
system. Wattsun has changed my mind. They have made a
The DuraTrack HZ v3 has an algorithm with a GPS input
PV tracker we can rely on.” The reviewed tracker is still opera- tracking method and a ±52° tracking range of motion with
tional 26 years later (as are its eight Kyocera K51 modules).
backtracking functionality. The system’s drivetrain has sealed
ATI has continually evolved, redesigned and scaled its gearboxes designed to be maintenance free for the life of the
solar tracking equipment, systems and services in pace with plant. The DuraTrack HZ v3 has a 135 mph 3-second gust
the growth of the solar industry, especially with regard to the exposure C (IBC 2012) allowable wind-load rating. A passive
utility-scale PV plant market segment. Corio serves as the com- mechanical wind protection system that does not require
pany’s chief engineer and is still actively involved in product power to operate protects the tracker during high-wind
engineering and development. Over the company’s history, ATI events and eliminates the maintenance requirements assoC O N T I N U E D O N PA G E 2 2
ciated with active stow components.
has delivered more than 4 GW of array tracking systems.

Array Technologies
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Array Tracking Systems
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We believe every solar array should
look beautiful, while delivering the
performance you expect.

Array Tracking Systems

Exosun
In 2007, Frédéric Conchy founded Exosun, a privately held French manufacturer of single-axis trackers for utility-scale PV plants and dual-axis trackers
for concentrating PV modules. Conchy serves as the
Exosun Exotrack HZ V.2 Available in 1,000 Vdc and 1,500 Vdc vercompany’s president and CEO. Headquartered in
sions, Exosun’s Exotrack HZ V.2 single-axis tracker streamlines dc
Martillac, France, Exosun deployed the first tracked
wire routing and management by optimizing the tracker design and the
PV plant in France in 2008 for the French utility comlayout of the tracked array. The resulting system features rows of single
pany EDF. Exosun established a US presence in 2012.
source circuits and uses cable trays or slings to eliminate the civil work
Commissioned in 2014, the first US deployment of
required for cable trenches.
Exosun’s Exotrack HZ system is the San Bernardino
County, California, 37 MW Lone Valley Solar Park,
which Abengoa built and EDP Renewables owns. Exosun 460 Vac (UL) sealed, maintenance-free brushless gear motors.
operates US offices in California and Arizona, and has part- Developers can effectively install the linked-row tracker sysnered with North Carolina–based DCE Solar to provide a tems on undulating sites with a grade variance of up to 10%
full range of fixed-tilt and tracking systems for utility-scale (5.71°). The 1,000 Vdc model typically requires 450 piles per
MW and the 1,500 Vdc model requires 555 piles per MW.
ground-mounted solar plants in the US.
Exosun’s Exotrack HZ V.2 trackers are available in The Exotrack HZ V.2 supports a one-up in portrait orienta1,000 Vdc and 1,500 Vdc versions. The systems can drive up tion module layout. Module mounting hardware consists of
to 1 MWp of solar trackers with five 3-phase 400 Vac (CE) or a proprietary clamp with integrated C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 2 4

Solar Tracking Systems for Utility and Commercial Arrays
Linked or

Tracking range

UL

Manufacturer

Headquarters

Website

Phone

Tracker types

independent row

(standard)

certifications

AllEarth Solar

Williston, Vermont

allearthsolar.com

802.872.9600

Dual axis

NA

360 azimuth, 60° tilt

3703
(recognized)

Array

Albuquerque,

Technologies

New Mexico

Exosun
GameChange Solar
Grupo Clavijo

arraytechinc.com

855.872.2578

Horizontal single axis, dual axis

Linked

±52°

2703, 3703

(for single-axis tracker)

Martillac, France

exosun.net

480.636.1990

Horizontal single axis

Linked

±50°

2703, 3703

New York

gamechangesolar.com

212.388.5182

Horizontal single axis

Independent

±45°or ±60°

2703

Viana,Spain

grupoclavijo.net

34.948.645.121

Horizontal single axis, dual axis

Linked

±45°

—

(for single-axis tracker)
NEXTracker

Fremont, California

nextracker.com

510.270.2500

Horizontal single axis

Independent

±60°

2703, 3703

Shelby, North Carolina

schletter.us

888.608.0234

Horizontal single axis

Linked

±45 or ±50°

—

Solar FlexRack

Youngstown, Ohio

solarflexrack.com

888.380.8138

Horizontal single axis

Independent

±45°

2703

Soltec Renewable

Molina de Segura,

soltec.com

510.440.9200

Horizontal single axis

Independent

±60°

3703

sunlink.com

415.925.9650

Horizontal single axis

Linked

±52.5°

2703

Schletter

Energies

Spain

SunLink

San Rafael, California
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Configurations for c-Si modules include one-up
in portrait orientation, two-up in landscape orientation, and four-up in landscape for thin-film
modules. To speed module deployment, ATI has
developed a single-fastener module clamp with
integrated grounding. The DuraTrack HZ v3 is certified to UL 2703 and to the UL 3703 standard for
solar trackers. It has a 5-year parts-only warranty. A
10-year extended warranty is available.

Mobile project controls have the power to revolutionize O&M and the solar industry, but
only when protected by the highest levels of cybersecurity. VERTEX makes it possible.
Introducing the VERTEX project intelligence platform – a revolutionary total project SCADA
and performance monitoring system that cuts O&M costs via targeted troubleshooting and
secure mobile device controls. The future of energy is here and SunLink and solar are leading
the way. Discover the power of what’s possible, with SunLink.

415.306.9837
SUNLINK.COM

Visit the Apple Store to download the app and see live projet data monitoring in action.

Visit SunLink.com/VertexDemo to request a demo of VERTEX’s SCADA capabilities and mobile controls.

11961_SUNLINK_VertexAppAd.indd 1
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grounding. Electrically, designers typically configure the system with one source circuit per row, with up to 30 rows per
tracker at 1,000 Vdc and 20 rows per tracker at 1,500 Vdc.
Exotrack HZ V.2 trackers have a ±50° tracking range of
rotation. The system’s SMARTracking solar tracker program
offers optimized array backtracking functionality, and its
algorithms account for the worst-positioned module table
on each individual tracker. In addition, the Exotrack HZ system’s software supports specific algorithms for each tracker.
The tracker’s wind resistance specification is up to 62 mph in
tracking mode and up to 125 mph in stow position. A highwind version is also available. Exosun bases its control and
monitoring platform on its Exobox product. Each Exobox
can monitor and control up to 10 MWp of solar trackers.
One of Exosun’s goals for its tracker system was to
streamline dc wire routing and management by optimizing the Exotrack HZ V.2 tracker design and the layout of
the tracked array. The resulting system typically deploys
rows of single source circuits and uses cable trays or slings
to eliminate the civil work required for cable trenches.
The system design allows mounting of a combiner box or
3-phase string inverter to each tracker.
Exosun’s Exotrack HZ V.2 trackers have a 5-year product warranty, a 10-year structural warranty and extended

warranties of up to 20 years. Exosun supports its tracking
system with a full suite of services that include projectspecific design, project management, operations and maintenance, and training courses.

GameChange Solar
GameChange Solar (formerly GameChange Racking) offers
a broad product portfolio for commercial and utility-scale
PV plants that includes penetrating and ballasted ground
mounts, roof mounts and, most recently, array tracking systems. Andrew Barron Worden launched the privately held
corporation in 2012 and serves as its CEO. Worden also
serves as the chairman, CEO and majority investor of Barron
Partners, a global investment firm with a clean tech focus.
GameChange introduced its inaugural array tracking system, the linked-row Power Tracker, at Solar Power
International 2015 in Anaheim, California. In 2016, the manufacturer refocused its tracker development efforts on an
independent-row, single-axis horizontal tracker design, and
in March it launched its Genius Tracker. The same month,
GameChange announced two early 20 MW–plus projects that
will deploy its new solar tracking system.

Custom EMS Solutions

www.phocos.com

Ideal for Industrial Power Supplies
•
•
•
•

Solutions up to 20 kW
With or without batteries
PWM, MPPT & bank switching options
3 in 1: Charge controller, inverter
and DC disconnect

Find out how our solutions can work for you!

1 (520) 777-7906
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GameChange Solar Genius Tracker GameChange
launched its Genius Tracker in March 2016. The tracker
design uses self-powered linear actuators that drive up to
90 72-cell c-Si modules per actuator. Each drive actuator
has a dedicated PV module, battery and wireless fieldreplaceable hot-swappable controller.

Dis
c

Discover how!
er Exot
ov

k HZ
rac

The horizontal single-axis Genius Tracker is compatible
with slopes of up to ±6.5° north–south and ±9° east–west.
The tracker design uses a self-powered linear actuator coupled with a 24 Vdc or 12 Vdc motor to drive up to 90 72-cell
c-Si modules per actuator. Each drive actuator has a dedicated PV module, battery and wireless field-replaceable
hot-swappable controller. GameChange estimates that the
battery will provide 5 days of backup power. The system uses
the ZigBee wireless standard to network the individual controllers. Remote communication functionality allows secure
system monitoring and control.
The Genius Tracker supports layouts of one-up in portrait orientation for large-format 72-cell c-Si modules, and
three- or four-up in landscape orientation for thin-film modules. GameChange offers attachment hardware for framed
and double-glass modules, as well as both top and bottom
module-mounting options. The tracker’s standard rotational range is ±45°, and a ±60° range is available. The Genius
Tracker uses a tracking algorithm based on time and location that provides backtracking functionality. GameChange
specifies a 150 mph wind-load rating for its Genius Tracker,
and has designed it to stow automatically when wind speeds
reach 70 mph.
GameChange Solar offers in-house structural, mechanical, civil and geotechnical engineering services; on-site field
training and site supervision services; and turnkey installation services. A 5-year control and drive system warranty and
a 10-year structural component warranty back the Genius
Tracker. An extended warranty, for 10 years on the control
and drive system and 20 years on the structural components,
is also available.

Call now +1 415 373 0785 / +33 5 56 64 09 24
www.exosun.net
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Grupo Clavijo SP1000 Grupo Clavijo is approaching 100 MW
of installed tracking systems in the US, with approximately
400 MW of projects in its US pipeline for 2016. Commissioned
US projects include the 18 MWdc Morelos del Sol PV plant in
Lost Hills, California.

Grupo Clavijo

reports that it has approximately 400 MW in its US pipeline for 2016. US projects include the 18 MWdc Morelos del
Sol PV plant in Lost Hills, California (see Project Profile,
SolarPro, March/April 2016). Solar Frontier Americas
Development developed the project, which comprises
11,744 Solar Frontier CIS thin-film modules on Clavijo trackers. Clavijo engineered a reinforced version of its SP1000
tracker to accommodate the Solar Frontier modules, which
are mounted two-up in portrait orientation to maximize the
output of each power block.
In addition to designing and manufacturing solar trackers and fixed array structures, Grupo Clavijo provides
PV plant installation services and customized solutions.
Additional services include topographical surveys, recommendations for optimum tracker positioning, shading analysis, customized monitoring and remote tracker control,
and O&M. Clavijo’s single-axis horizontal trackers carry a
10-year structural warranty.

NEXTracker

PV industry veteran Dan Shugar has spent nearly three
Headquartered in Viana, Spain, Grupo Clavijo is a sole decades in entrepreneurial roles in the solar industry. He
proprietorship founded in 1961. Initially the company was is a former president of both PowerLight and SunPower.
active in the agricultural sector, providing machinery for Shugar founded his current company, C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 2 8
the processing and transportation of animal feed
and facilities for the production of animal
feed products. Today, in addition to serving the
agricultural market segment, Grupo Calvijo provides products and services to renewable energy
and industrial sectors. The group founded its
renewable energy division in 2004, with a technical emphasis on solar array trackers and fixed
mounting structures.
Grupo Clavijo currently offers two singleaxis horizontal tracker models, a polar-aligned
single-axis tracker, ten dual-axis trackers
(36.7 m2–294 m2 array areas), and several options
for single-pile and dual-pile fixed racking systems
for utility-scale projects. Its SP1000 model horizontal tracker has a rotation range of ±45° and
is compatible with site grade variations of up to
6% (3.43°). Clavijo has patented the maintenancefree 3D polyamide bearing used in its horizontal NEXTracker NX Fusion NEXTracker’s self-powered, independent-row
single-axis trackers. The tracker’s position con- single-axis tracker platform has proven to be a disruptive technology in
trol allows backtracking and includes protection the utility-scale tracker market segment. In December 2015, NEXTracker
against high-wind events.
announced its pre-engineered NX Fusion ac power system, which inteGrupo Clavijo has over 1 GW of fixed-tilt grates its current NX Horizon single-axis trackers with high-power string
and tracked arrays deployed worldwide, and is inverters, dc wiring harnesses, an uninterruptible power supply, piers,
approaching 100 MW of installed tracking sys- and a tracker monitoring and control system, as well as c-Si and thin-film
tems in the US, primarily in California. The group PV module options.
26
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NEXTracker, in 2013 and launched its first-generation grounding components such as grounding washers or straps.
Self-Powered Tracker for utility-scale and distributed- NEXTracker notes that the UL 3703 certification covers the NX
generation PV installations in 2014. Flex ( formerly Horizon’s maximum system voltage of 1,500 Vdc.
Flextronics) purchased NEXTracker in 2015, and now operIn December 2015, NEXTracker announced its NX Fusion
ates it as an independent subsidiary of the $26 billion design, ac power system, which integrates its NX Horizon tracker
engineering, manufacturing and logistics services company, with high-power string inverters, dc wiring harnesses, an
which has over 100 manufacturing sites in more than 30 uninterruptible power supply, piers, and a tracker monicountries worldwide.
toring and control system, as well as c-Si and thin-film PV
Since its launch in 2014, NEXTracker’s self-powered, module options. The system also includes on-site weather
independent-row horizontal single-axis tracker platform has stations that initiate the safe stowing of trackers when they
proven to be a disruptive technology in the utility-scale tracker detect high wind speeds. The NX Fusion component packmarket segment. Independent-row trackers can optimize land age offers project developers a pre-engineered, repeatable
use on irregularly shaped and discontinuous project sites, and tracker power block.
typically offer greater flexibility than linked-tracker designs for
sites with significant slopes and topographical variability.
NEXTracker’s current tracker model is the NX Horizon.
Each tracker’s slew gear drive system includes a 24 Vdc motor
and self-powered controller (SPC) with a dedicated solar Privately held Schletter GmbH has a 40-year history in the
panel. A wireless ZigBee mesh network and NEXTracker’s design and manufacture of steel and aluminum products.
Network Control Unit (NCU) eliminate the need for commu- The manufacturer has been active in the solar industry for
nication wiring in the array field. A single NCU can control more than 20 years. Schletter founded its US subsidiary in
up to 100 SPCs. The tracker’s range of motion is ±60°.
2008 with the launch of a sales and manufacturing facility
A typical NX Horizon configuration for 72-cell c-Si in Tucson, Arizona. In 2012, it relocated its US headquarters
modules comprises independent rows of 80 mod- to Shelby, North Carolina. Its product portfolio includes an
ules mounted in portrait orientation. The resulting capacity per row is
Schletter FS Track-2 Schletter launched the US version of its FS Track-2
23 kWdc–35 kWdc depending on module
single-axis tracker at Intersolar North America 2015. The tracker uses a
type. The tracker is compatible with all
1.5 kWac motor to power an actuator that can drive up to 16 linked rows of
standard foundation types, including driven
40 modules. Schletter tailors the engineering of its tracker to meet the windpier, ground screws and concrete footings.
load requirements of specific sites, with solutions for allowable wind loads up
The NX Horizon’s standard wind-design
to IBC 3-second gust speed of 180 mph, exposure C.
load is 100 mph 3-second gust per ASCE
7-10, and the tracker is configurable for
higher wind loads. The controller also provides automated wind and snow stowing.
Torsional limiters provide additional windand snow-load protection. NEXTracker also
offers optional snow and flood sensors for
additional solar asset protection. The NX
Horizon has a 10-year warranty on structural components and a 5-year warranty on
drive and control systems.
The NX Horizon is ETL certified to the
UL 2703 standard, and in January 2016 it
achieved ETL certification to UL 3703. The
UL 3703 standard allows the certification of
tracker functions including those that protect against electric shock, as well as mechanical and fire hazards. The standard also
certifies the NX Horizon’s ability to selfground through existing structural components without requiring additional dedicated
28
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Schletter

extensive lineup of fixed solar mounting structures for carports, rooftops and ground-mounted PV systems.
Schletter introduced the US version of its FS Track-2 horizontal single-axis tracker at Intersolar North America 2015
in San Francisco. The tracker utilizes a standard industrial
1.5 kWac motor, available with several voltage ranges for compatibility with the electrical requirements of various project
sites. The motor powers a linear actuator that can drive up
to 16 rows of 40 modules per actuator. Depending on site and
system design characteristics, the FS Track-2 tracker typically
requires five or six motors per MW of array field. The tracker
uses spherical bearings that do not require lubrication and
has a range of motion of ±45° or ±55° standard. Schletter also
offers additional tracker range-of-motion options to meet
specific PV plant requirements. The FS Track-2 uses a solar
vector tracking method with backtracking functionality.
The Schletter FS Track-2 has a north–south slope tolerance of 3° standard and up to 8° when deployed with Schletter’s
sloped terrain set. The tracker’s east–west slope tolerance is 3°
standard. Array table options include a one-up module layout
in portrait orientation and a two-up module layout in landscape
orientation. The FS Track-2 is compatible with most commercially available modules. Schletter tailors the engineering of its
single-axis tracker system to meet the wind load requirements

of specific sites, with solutions for allowable wind loads up to
IBC 3-second gust speed of 180 mph, exposure C.
Schletter provides full in-house engineering services, which
include geotechnical testing such as vertical pull-out tests,
lateral load tests and independent laboratory analysis of soil
classification, corrosion potential, gradation and soil plasticity. The manufacturer also offers foundation and tracker
installation, motor and controls installation, and ongoing PV
plant O&M. Schletter’s FS Track-2 solar tracker has a 12-month
warranty on the system’s electrical controls, a 36-month warranty on electrical drive components and a 5-year warranty on
the tracker’s structural steel components, with the exception of
bearings and rotational shafts.

Solar FlexRack
Headquartered in Youngstown, Ohio, Solar FlexRack is a division of privately held Northern States Metals, a designer and
manufacturer of extruded aluminum industrial products.
In 1997, the company diversified and began to manufacture
PV module frames, and in 2008 it started producing aluminum PV mounting clamps. In 2009, Northern States Metals
launched its solar racking division, Solar FlexRack, with
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TDP Turnkey Tracker is compatible with most module types.
Foundation options include Solar FlexRack’s SFR Smart Post
and I-beam piles. The TDP tracker uses an algorithm with a
GPS input tracking method that includes backtracking functionality. The device’s tracking range is ±45°.
Solar FlexRack’s path to market for the TDP tracker bundles its tracker technology with a full suite of services and
support for commercial and utility-scale solar clients. With a
staff of mechanical, structural, civil, electrical and geotechnical engineers, Solar FlexRack offers services including array
sizing and layout, pull testing, structural analysis and foundation design, project management, installation, commissioning and project O&M. Solar FlexRack’s TDP Turnkey Tracker
has standard warranties of 10 years on structural steel and
5 years on electronics, linear actuators and motors.

Soltec Renewable Energies
Headquartered in Molina de Segura, Spain, with a US office in
Fremont, California, privately held Soltec Renewable Energies
was founded in 2004. Soltec’s flagship product is its SF Utility
single-axis horizontal tracker. In December 2015, Soltec
America increased its US presence with the opening of an
Innovation Center in Fremont, California. The facility serves
as a central location for the manufacturer’s North American
research and development efforts, as well as a regional base
for sales, engineering and logistics for Soltec America. In addition to developing and manufacturing trackers, Soltec offers
services such as PV plant engineering; project planning and
management; supply logistics; construction supervision and
management; and utility-scale PV system installation, commissioning and O&M.

a focus on commercial and utility-scale racking systems.
One of Solar FlexRack’s inaugural products was a factoryassembled array table that installers would expand on-site.
The innovative product was an early example of manufacturers’ efforts to develop preassembled racking system
components that reduced installation labor cost in the
field. In 2011 Northern States Metals
acquired OPEL Technologies’ single-axis Soltec Renewable Energies SF Utility Soltec’s single-axis horizontal tracker has
solar tracker and redesigned it from the a driveline-free independent row design. Designers can configure the SF Utility as
ground up. Solar FlexRack launched the a self-powered tracker. In such a configuration, a dc-to-dc converter powers the
newly designed single-axis horizontal tracker’s controller, 24 Vdc motor and backup battery directly from one of the array’s
TDP Turnkey Tracker in December 2015. source circuits. The SF Utility has a north–south slope tolerance of 17% (9.65°).
The company based the TDP
Turnkey Tracker on a decentralized,
independent row design that can maximize PV generation capacity. It does so
by allowing array layouts that optimize
utilization of irregular and nonadjacent
project lots. Each tracker uses an acpowered controller and a linear actuator
coupled with a 24 Vdc motor to drive up
to 60 c-Si modules in a one-up portraitorientation table configuration. The
individual controllers communicate via
a ZigBee wireless mesh network. The
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Solar FlexRack TDP Turnkey Tracker Solar FlexRack acquired
the base technology for its redesigned and recently launched
single-axis tracker from OPEL Technologies. Its path to market
for the TDP tracker bundles its tracker technology with a full
suite of engineering, project management, installation and O&M
services for commercial and utility-scale solar projects.

In January 2016, Soltec announced the certification of its SF
Utility tracker to the UL 3703 standard for solar trackers. The
single-axis horizontal tracker has a driveline-free independent
row design. The tracker typically requires only 275 piles per
MW of array and is compatible with single-pile, micropile and
ground-screw foundations. The SF Utility tracker has a north–
south slope tolerance of 17% (9.65°). The tracker’s independent row design makes the east–west slope tolerance virtually
unlimited, apart from the construction limits a site’s specific
topography may impose. The tracker’s rotational range is ±60°
and its tracking algorithm includes backtracking functionality.
The SF Utility tracker has a maximum PV module area of
1,937.5 square feet. Module table configuration options for
the tracker include two-up, three-up and four-up in landscape orientation and two-up in portrait orientation. The
tracker’s controller includes an internal universal power
supply with two configurations. The ac-powered configuration uses an ac/dc power supply to drive the tracker’s 24 Vdc
motor. The PV-powered configuration uses a dc-to-dc converter to power the tracker’s controller, 24 Vdc motor, and
control and monitoring backup battery directly from one of
the array’s source circuits.
A wireless mesh network provides networked communication and control of the individual tracker controllers

while allowing asymmetrical and independent tracker operation to optimize PV plant power generation. The SF Utility
tracker system includes proprietary source-circuit combiner boxes as well as integrated conductor management.
The tracker has maintenance-free self-lubricated bearings.
A face-to-face cleaning mode facilitates array cleaning and
associated maintenance activities. Soltec’s SF Utility tracker
system has a standard 10-year structural warranty and standard 5-year warranties on the system’s motors and electronics, with additional extended warranty options.

SunLink
Founded in 2004, SunLink played a pioneering role in the
introduction of ballasted racking systems for large-scale commercial and industrial arrays on low-slope rooftops. Since
then, the privately held San Rafael, California–based company
has diversified its product line to include ground-mount racking systems for large-scale arrays and BOS components such
as disconnecting source-circuit combiners. Most recently,
SunLink added an array tracking system for utility-scale and
distributed PV plants and its VERTEX project intelligence
platform to its product portfolio. Also, with the introduction
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SunLink TechTrack SunLink completed its
acquisition of ViaSol Energy Solutions’ single-axis
tracker in 2015. Reintroducing it as the TechTrack,
Sunlink implemented improvements such as an
increased range of motion to ±52.5° and a new
torque tube splice design for easier constructability. The TechTrack’s centralized hydraulic system
can track up to 1.2 MW per drive.

of its PowerCare program, SunLink expanded service offerings to include project engineering and management, geotechnical services, turnkey installation, and PV asset O&M.
Promoted from his position as SunLink’s COO to president
and CEO in 2015, Michael Maulick is the driving force behind
SunLink’s ongoing transformation from a racking-only manufacturer to a full-service solar solutions provider.
SunLink finalized the acquisition of the single-axis horizontal G10 Quantum tracker from Tempe, Arizona–based
ViaSol Energy Solutions in March 2015. ViaSol first introduced the linked-array tracking system in 2008 and had
deployed 75 MW at the time of SunLink’s acquisition. The
centralized tracking system drives up to 1.2 MW per drive,
and its design leverages the use of proven hydraulic technology from standardized industrial automation equipment,
streamlining both parts availability and access to qualified
technicians in diverse global solar markets.
SunLink’s current TechTrack horizontal single-axis
tracker is an evolution of the ViaSol tracker design. On the
generation side, SunLink increased the tracker’s range of
motion to ±52.5 degrees to improve its generation capacity in high-irradiance environments. It also redesigned the
tracker’s torque tube splice. The new one-piece splice clamp
design eliminates 1,000 bolts per MW. A new module rail
offers reduced material costs while maintaining the module
manufacturer’s warranties.
Compatible with all major module brands, the TechTrack
horizontal single-axis tracker is designed for a one-up portrait
layout. A single hydraulic drive coupled with a 3-phase 480 Vac
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motor can track up to 62 rows of 60 modules in many wind
environments. The tracker’s PLC-based controller utilizes
industrial automation components. Its tracking method utilizes NASA’s time and location algorithm. The monitoring and
control system provides wind speed and direction, tilt angle
and GPS sensors, and customers can expand it to include up
to 512 digital and 56 analog sensors.
The TechTrack has a standard wind rating of 105 mph and
is configurable to 150 mph with no snow load or 120 mph with
snow loading of up to 50 psf. The stow algorithm includes
wind-stow and snow-shedding functions. SunLink’s centralized TechTrack solar tracker has a 10-year mechanical and
structural warranty and a 5-year controls and actuator warranty. Extended warranty options are available.
SunLink supports its TechTrack solar tracker system via
its PowerCare services and VERTEX platform. This secure
SCADA and performance monitoring system allows portfolio
managers to monitor and control the performance of all projects in a portfolio, regardless of original SCADA or data monitoring implementation, and to facilitate the optimization of
PV plant O&M activities. VERTEX enables remote project
control capabilities, alerts, data analytics and performance
trends, as well as O&M dispatch and scheduling.
g C O N TAC T
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NEC 2017
Updates for
PV Systems
By Bill Brooks, PE

The 2017 edition of NFPA 70:
National Electrical Code
dramatically changes the
practical safeguards for PV
systems. It introduces more
changes to Article 690, “Solar
Photovoltaic (PV) Systems,”
than any revision cycle since
1984, when the NEC first
adopted Article 690.

S

ince the number of PV installations is booming, my colleagues and I on Code-Making Panel (CMP) 4—which
oversees NEC Articles 225, 230, 690, 692, 694 and 705—understood that this was a critical revision cycle for NFPA 70. Thanks
to the dedicated efforts of dozens of solar industry stakeholders who proposed a solid set of Code changes, the development
process for NEC 2017 was very productive.
From a purely statistical perspective, for example, CMP 4
reduced the word count in Article 690 by more than 20%,
from nearly 11,000 words in NEC 2014 to just over 8,000
words in NEC 2017. This streamlining is even more impressive when you consider that rapid-shutdown requirements
in Section 690.12 actually increased ninefold, from 133
words in the 2014 edition to more than 1,100 words in 2017.
Excluding 690.12, CMP 4 actually managed to reduce the
length of Article 690 by nearly 30%.
In this article, I explain how it was possible to simplify
Article 690 so dramatically. I also preview the Code revisions
that are most relevant to PV system designers and installers,
and explore how some of these changes will expedite permitting, inspection and O&M activities. Though the National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) will not
formally adopt NEC 2017 until its technical
meeting in June 2016, the development process is substantially complete. Therefore, the
excerpts I present here are unlikely to vary
PV power
substantially from the published standard.
source
Based on previous revision cycles, the NFPA
will start shipping NEC 2017 to customers
around October 2016.

able to strip out extraneous materials from Article 690. It
also eliminated redundant sections in 690 that duplicated
language from Article 692, “Fuel Cell Systems,” and Article
694, “Wind Electric Systems.”
As members of CMP 4 worked to narrow the scope of
Article 690, we realized it was imperative that we define
the term PV system much more clearly. If you ask different industry professionals to identify where a PV system
starts and stops, you will get different answers—which is a
problem. To deal with this inconsistency, CMP 4 introduced a new set of figures to Section 690.1 and a new definition in 690.13.
PV system disconnect. In NEC 2017, Section 690.13 clarifies
that the PV system disconnect is the disconnecting means
that separates the PV system conductors from all other conductors associated with all other electrical systems. In this
context, other electrical systems include energy storage systems, multimode inverters, wind systems, load distribution
wiring and so forth. The diagrams in Figure 1 and Figure 2
(p. 36) indicate where the PV system disconnect is located in
a variety of system configurations and architectures.
Note that the PV system disconnect in these diagrams is
not always located at the end of what we traditionally think
of as the PV system. On one hand, the PV system disconnect

Interactive
inverter

PV system
disconnect

Inverter
output circuit

Electric production
and distribution network

Interactive system

Narrowed Scope and Definition
For more than 30 years, Article 690 has
covered numerous topics that are beyond
the scope of the PV generating system.
These items include dc loads, ac loads in
stand-alone systems and battery storage
systems. As part of the 2017 revision cycle,
the DC Task Group of the NEC Correlating
Committee proposed adding new articles
to the Code. These new articles appear in
Chapter 7, “Special Conditions,” and deal
specifically with energy storage systems
(Article 706), stand-alone systems (Article
710) and dc microgrids (Article 712). With
the advent of the new articles, CMP 4 was

Inverter
output circuit

Electric production
and distribution network
PV system
disconnect

AC module (includes inverter)
Array of ac modules

AC module system

Figure 1 It is easy to locate the PV system disconnect, which separates PV
system conductors and equipment from all other electrical systems, in simple
interactive and ac module systems.
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location is relatively self-evident in interactive and ac module systems. The PV
system disconnect locations in Figure 1
(p. 35), for example, correspond with what
we think of as the end of the PV system. On
the other hand, the PV system disconnect
location is more obscure in multimodule
and stand-alone systems. As the complexity of the electrical power system increases,
the PV system disconnect may not be
located at what we think of as the end of
the electrical system, as shown in Figure 2.
To identify the PV system disconnect
in these complex electrical systems, you
need to differentiate between conductors
associated with different power sources.
In dc-coupled multimode and stand-alone
systems, for instance, we have traditionally
considered the inverter and energy storage
components as part of the PV system. Now,
separate Code articles cover energy storage systems and PV power systems. This
change means that the PV system disconnect is necessarily located upstream from
energy storage conductors and equipment,
perhaps at a charge-controller circuit
breaker or similar. In an ac-coupled multimode system, meanwhile, the PV system
disconnect is necessarily located upstream
from any utilization load circuits. Here
again, the energy storage and multimode
inverter components are no longer defined
as part of the PV power system.
By more narrowly defining the scope
and definition of a PV power system,
CMP 4 was able to eliminate the source of
much confusion in Article 690 and remove
language duplicated in other articles.
While the new figures in Section 690.1(B)
by no means present an exhaustive treatment of the many possible system permutations, they provide good guidance
regarding the PV system disconnect location. Simply put, if you open what you think
is the PV system disconnecting means and
look toward the PV array, there should
be no other conductors or equipment
from other electrical systems on the PV
side of that disconnect. If conductors
and equipment associated with other
power sources and electrical systems are
upstream, then you are not at the PV system disconnect. Keep C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 3 8
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Figure 2 In multimode and stand-alone systems, you have to look for the
PV system disconnect upstream from conductors and equipment associated
with other electrical systems. Since NEC 2017 includes new articles that deal
directly with other dc electrical systems—for instance, energy storage systems,
stand-alone systems and dc microgrids—components such as batteries, multimode inverters and dc utilization loads are no longer considered part of a PV
power system.
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NEC 2017 Updates

moving toward the array until you are at a location where
there are clearly no other electrical systems on the array side
of the switch.

Significant Changes
Table 1 (p. 40) provides a high-level overview of the vast number of changes to and extensive reorganization of Articles
690 and 705 implemented during the 2017 revision cycle.
Since I cannot address all of these revisions in detail, here
I focus on the most important changes related to PV system design and deployment. Some of these changes address
long-standing pain points for installers and inspectors. In
jurisdictions where PV system stakeholders and AHJs have
an open dialogue, it may be possible to defer to the most
recent revisions to NFPA 70 in certain circumstances.
FUNCTIONAL GROUNDING
Article 100 of the NEC defines solidly grounded as “connected to ground without inserting any resistor or impedance device.” Solidly grounded ac electrical systems are the
most common way to supply power to loads in the US. When
PV systems were new to the NEC, it was important that we
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design them in a similar fashion, with a solidly grounded system conductor, as doing so increased AHJ acceptance.
As the number of fielded PV systems grew, industry stakeholders realized the importance of dc ground-fault protection. The NEC first codified requirements for dc ground-fault
protection in the 1990s; subsequent revision cycles extended
these requirements to cover virtually all PV systems. Early
dc ground-fault protection systems used an overcurrentprotection device in the grounded conductor-to-ground
bond. The implementation of this simple design effectively
replaced solidly grounded PV systems with not so solidly
grounded PV systems. However, everyone continued to refer
to these as grounded PV systems, out of fear that AHJs would
otherwise cry foul.
NEC 2017 frees us from this confusion by introducing a
new definition under 690.2. It defines a functional grounded
PV system as one “that has an electrical reference to ground
that is not solidly grounded.” This definition adopts terminology commonly used in Europe to describe how PV systems are referenced to ground in practice. An informational
note further clarifies: “A functional grounded PV system is
often connected to ground through a fuse, circuit breaker,
resistance device, non-isolated grounded ac circuit, or

Functional grounded
A new definition in
690.2 clarifies that both
transformer-isolated and
non-isolated inverters are
functional grounded rather
than solidly grounded.

Toph e r Don a h u e

electronic means that is part
of a listed ground-fault protection system. Conductors
in these systems that are normally at ground potential may
have voltage to ground during fault conditions.” In other
words, virtually all of the PV
systems installed over the last
two decades are functional
grounded rather than solidly grounded systems.
Design implications. This simple change in our understanding of PV system grounding has profound design implications. Not only does it impact where you place disconnects
and overcurrent protection in PV circuits, but it also allows
for a unified approach to these parameters. As long as we
treated one subset of PV systems as solidly grounded and
another subset as ungrounded, for example, you needed to
have two sets of design standards.
By acknowledging that all modern PV systems are not solidly grounded (ungrounded or functional grounded), CMP 4
was able to eliminate 690.35, “Ungrounded PV Systems,” in its
entirety. We then defined a single set of C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 4 1
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Summary of NEC 2017 Revisions for PV Systems
Article 690

2017 NEC Change

690.1

Removes large-scale PV from scope of Article 690; revised figures clarify the end point of a PV system.

690.2

New and revised definitions for dc-to-dc circuit, PV system dc circuit, generating capacity, inverter input/output circuit,
functional grounded PV system.

690.4(D)

Clarifies that multiple PV systems, not just multiple inverters, are allowed on a single building.

690.5 and 690.35(C)

Moved to 690.41(B); consolidates grounding and ground-fault protection issues.

690.7

Reorganized and adds voltage calculation method for larger PV systems.

690.8

Revised to cover dc-to-dc converter circuits; allows for additional calculation method for PV circuit currents.

690.9

Revised to cover all PV systems, including ungrounded systems; requires only one overcurrent device per circuit.

690.10

Stand-alone systems moved to new Article 710.

690.11

Revised to exempt PV output circuits on ground-mounted systems from arc-fault protection in some cases.

690.12

Dramatically increases details in 690.12 and includes requirements for rapid shutdown within the array.

690.13

Clarifies that there are only two types of disconnects in PV systems: (1) the PV system disconnecting means (690.13)
and (2) the disconnects for equipment (690.15).

690.15

Removes all of 690.16, 690.17 and 690.18 and places the necessary requirements in 690.13 and 690.15; introduces
“isolating devices”; requires that disconnects open both positive and negative conductors on the dc side of the PV system.

690.31

Reorganized and revised; single set of requirements cover all wiring methods, including ungrounded systems.

690.31(B)(1)

Disallows use of white wire on the dc side of a PV system for anything except solidly grounded PV systems, which are rare.

690.31(C)(1)

Type USE-2 and PV Wire are now permitted as single-conductor cable for grounded and ungrounded PV systems.

690.31(D)

Requires that multiconductor cables be listed for the application.

690.31(E)

Permits flexible PV Wire with trackers, provided it has sufficient number of strands; adds new wire strand table.

690.41 and 690.42

Introduces concept of functional grounded PV systems to 690; requires ground-fault protection for all PV systems that
are not solidly grounded (vast majority of systems).

690.43

Reorganized for clarity; simplifies equipment-grounding requirements.

690.47

Completely reorganized and simplified; requires support structures to have a grounding electrode system; requires
grounding conductor be connected to the local grounding electrode system; makes additional array electrodes optional.

690.53

Simplifies dc PV source markings by removing rated maximum power point voltage and current from signage.

690.56(C)

Details marking requirements for systems equipped with rapid shutdown.

Part VII

Simple reference to Article 705 replaces Part VII, “Connection to Other Sources.”

Part VIII

A reference to new Article 706 replaces this content, other than requirement for self-regulated PV charge control.

Parts IX and X

Removes content about systems over 1,000 V and EV charging, as these are adequately covered elsewhere.

Article 705

2017 NEC Change

705.2

Adds new microgrid definition.

705.12

Simplifies whole section to cover just supply-side and load-side interconnections.

705.12(B)

Allows for the load-side interconnection of other equipment besides inverters.

705.12(B)(2)(3)(d)

Allows center-fed panels in dwellings to apply the 120% rule if power source connects at only one end of busbar.

705.12(D)(6)

Removes arc-fault detection requirement for small ac circuits.

705.23

New section to match the changes in Article 690 related to the PV system disconnecting means.

Part IV

Adds new part dedicated to microgrid systems.

Table 1 This table provides an overview of the Code changes impacting PV system design and deployment in Articles 690
and 705.
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Modules w/ either USE-2 or Type PV Wire interconnect cables
Disconnecting means
opens both poles
of PV power circuit

PV output circuit to
transformer-isolated or
non-isolated inverter

PV +
PV –

Overcurrent-protection device in one pole of PV power
circuit only (note that it does not matter which pole has OCPD)

Figure 3 The line drawing illustrates the new design standards for functional grounded PV systems. NEC 2017 allows for both
USE-2 and PV Wire single-conductor cable, regardless of inverter topology. It requires that disconnecting means open both
poles of the array, even though overcurrent protection is required in one side only.

design standards, shown schematically in Figure 3, that apply
to the dc side of a functional grounded PV system:
• Overcurrent protection is required in only one leg of a PV
circuit [690.9(C)]
• Disconnecting means are required in both legs of a PV circuit
[690.15]
• USE-2 or PV Wire is allowed as single-conductor cable in a
PV array [690.31(C)]
These unified design standards solve a number of problems for installers and inspectors. As long as we treated
some PV systems as solidly grounded, for example, opening the “grounded” conductor created the appearance of
a Code violation in the minds of many AHJs and inspectors due to requirements in Article 240. However, if a
ground fault occurs in a fuse-grounded PV system and the
“grounded” conductor is bolted rather than switched, the
only safe way for a field technician to service the system
is to work at night. The CMP addressed this issue in NEC
2014 by creating an exception to 690.17(D) that allowed
a disconnect switch for opening an accessible grounded
conductor. Only qualified persons could access the switch,
which was dedicated to PV array maintenance only. In NEC
2017, the revised language in 690.15 eliminates all of this confusion. It not only improves safety in the field but also eliminates the need for at least three previously required warning
signs, including 690.5(C), 690.7(E) and 690.35(F).
The replacement of legacy grounded inverters with new
and improved transformerless inverters is an important pain
point that NEC 2017 addresses. Though legacy grounded
inverters are susceptible to blind spots in ground-fault detection, earlier Code cycles held these systems to less-restrictive
wiring method requirements than “ungrounded” systems
with transformerless inverters, even though the latter offer

improved ground-fault protection. Both USE-2 and PV
Wire were Code-compliant single-conductor wiring methods for grounded inverters, whereas only PV Wire was compliant with transformerless inverters. The unified design
standards in NEC 2017 eliminate this distinction and allow
installers to replace grounded inverters with transformerless
inverters without having to upgrade single-conductor wiring. To bring a legacy system into compliance with NEC 2017,
installers need only rewire or replace the dc disconnects.
SIMULATING VOLTAGE AND CURRENT
NEC 2017 provides new options for calculating voltage and
current in a PV array. Specifically, Section 690.7(A) now allows
a licensed engineer to use a simulation to calculate the maximum PV source and output voltage for a PV system with a
capacity greater than 100 kW. A revision to 690.8 similarly
allows engineers to simulate the maximum PV source and
output current for systems over 100 kW. When an engineer
uses a simulation for current, the calculated value may not be
less than 70% of the value as determined by the traditional
approach (1.25 x Isc).
The benefit of simulating voltage and current is that it
enables much more accurate calculations. Array ampacity,
for example, is based on continuous load, defined in Article
100 as “the maximum current expected to continue for 3
hours or more.” Computer modeling can accurately simulate this maximum 3-hour current value for a specific PV
array based on its location and orientation. By comparison,
the traditional method of calculating PV circuit currents
significantly oversizes conductors, especially given recent
improvements in short-circuit protection. The new calculation method will reduce conductor and conduit costs, which
make up an increasing percentage of the overall costs in
large PV systems.
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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RAPID SHUTDOWN
The process of updating Section 690.12, “Rapid Shutdown of
PV Systems on Buildings,” was by far the most contentious
part of the 2017 revision cycle related to Article 690. The
rapid-shutdown requirements in NEC 2014 represent a compromise between fire service representatives, who wanted to
control conductors within the array, and PV industry stakeholders, who felt that it was too early to do so, based on concerns about technology costs and reliability. As expected, the
2017 revision cycle reopened this debate about whether to
impose additional requirements for reducing hazards within
the PV array.
Fire service representatives submitted a proposal to
control conductors within the array to 80 V or less. The
Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA) submitted a
competing proposal to refine the NEC 2014 requirements
and make them more enforceable. This heated debate
continued during the public comment period, as stakeholders developed new concepts for addressing electrical hazards within the PV array. As a result of this debate,
the fire service and SEIA proposals found more common
ground by the end of the comment period. The SEIA proposal focused on reducing hazards within the PV array

ENGINEERED
FOR

by requiring listed and labeled or field-labeled rapidshutdown PV arrays, a concept that NFPA’s Fire Fighter
Safety and PV Systems Task Group developed. The fire
service included this same requirement as a compliance
option added to its original proposal.
After the public comment period, it was up to CMP 4 to
decide how to proceed. After much deliberation—far more
than for any other topic—CMP 4 combined the SEIA and fire
service proposals and added language allowing for buildingintegrated glass or polymeric PV arrays with completely concealed wiring. The revised rapid-shutdown requirements in
690.12(B)(2) provide three compliance options for reducing
hazards within a PV array.
• Option 1: List and label or field-label PV array as a rapidshutdown PV array.
• Option 2: Limit control conductors within the array boundary
to 80 V or less within 30 seconds of rapid-shutdown initiation.
• Option 3: Install nonmetallic PV array with no exposed wiring
and array more than 8 feet from any grounded metal parts.
To implement Option 1, industry stakeholders need
to develop a product safety standard for rapid-shutdown
PV arrays. To allow time for this standard’s development
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process, CMP 4 added a delayed adoption date, specifying
that 690.12(B)(2) “shall become effective January 1, 2019.”
One benefit of codifying Options 2 and 3 is that these provide
stakeholders with some guidance on developing a consensus
for the rapid-shutdown PV array certification standard.
Labeled vs. identified. The NEC 2017 requirements for “listed
and labeled” rapid-shutdown equipment meaningfully revises

Figure 4 The field-applied
labeling required to meet
the revised rapid-shutdown
requirements must differentiate between various hazard
levels. In this case, the subarray on the left complies
with NEC 2014 and controls
conductors outside the dotted
lines, whereas the subarray on
the right complies with NEC
2017 and controls conductors
within the array.

NEC 2014, which requires “listed and identified” equipment.
Article 100 defines the term identified as “suitable for the specific purpose, function, use, environment, application, and
so forth.” By contrast, the definition of labeled in Article 100
“indicates compliance with appropriate standards or performance in a specified manner.” The latter is more prescriptive
and narrowly defined than the former.
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In practice, this means that installers can use off-the-shelf
electrical components to meet NEC 2014 rapid-shutdown
requirements so long as the conditions of use are consistent
with the equipment ratings. For example, under NEC 2014,
you could locate a contactor combiner at the edge of a PV
array and use this to meet Section 690.12 as long as the combiner was rated for the outdoor environment and the PV voltage and current characteristics. NEC 2017 will require that this
contactor combiner be specifically listed to a rapid-shutdown
PV array standard and labeled accordingly. Revised language
in 690.12(D) states: “Equipment that performs the rapidshutdown functions, other than initiation devices such as listed
disconnect switches, circuit breakers or control switches, shall
be listed and labeled for providing rapid-shutdown protection.”
This is an important distinction. Some jurisdictions—
including New Jersey, New Mexico and Washington—have
misinterpreted NEC 2014 requirements and asked installers
and vendors to prove that rapid-shutdown solutions comply with a rapid-shutdown safety standard. As of today, no
such standard exists. Until the NEC 2017 is adopted, there is
no requirement that equipment used for rapid shutdown be
listed and labeled specifically for the rapid shutdown of PV
arrays. Installers can use any listed equipment to provide

rapid shutdown, so long as they field the equipment in a manner consistent with the product listing.
Plaque or directory. One of the most important parts of the
rapid-shutdown requirements is properly communicating the
level of hazard to emergency responders. Section 690.56(C)
details the revised field-labeling requirements for PV systems
equipped with rapid shutdown, which will help first responders differentiate between systems designed to meet NEC 2014
versus NEC 2017. In the event that a building hosts PV systems
built to different Code standards—such as no rapid shutdown
(pre NEC 2014), NEC 2014 compliant or NEC 2017 compliant—
the field-applied plaque or directory needs to show a plan
view of the building with a dotted line around array areas that
remain energized after initiation of rapid shutdown, as illustrated in Figure 4 (p. 43).
ARC-FAULT PROTECTION WAIVER
In the 2014 revision cycle, CMP 4 implemented a subtle
but significant change to 690.11 by removing the words “on
buildings,” which meant that NEC 2014 essentially required
all PV systems operating above 80 V to have dc arc-fault protection. Unfortunately, the product safety standard for dc
arc-fault circuit protection, UL 1699B, C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 4 6
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at this time covers products working at currents up to 40 A
only. It is difficult, if not impossible, to find arc-fault detectors for larger 200 A–400 A PV output circuits.
NEC 2017 addresses this problem by providing a dc arcfault protection exemption for larger PV output circuits
where these are not installed on buildings and the conductors are either underground or in metallic raceways or enclosures. The bad news is that this exception does not allow for
the use of larger PV output circuits on buildings. The good
news is that system designers are deploying 20 kW–50 kW
3-phase string inverters with integral string-level dc arcfault detectors on most large rooftop PV installations.
NEW ARTICLE FOR LARGE-SCALE PV
With all the gnashing of teeth around rapid shutdown, many
stakeholders may be unaware of a more significant revision
that will be welcome news to anyone working on utility-scale
PV systems. Specifically, NEC 2017 introduces Article 691,
“Large-Scale PV Electric Supply Stations,” which provides a
means of differentiation between requirements for decentralized building-mounted PV applications (Article 690) from
those governing large-scale PV power stations that supply
merchant power to the electricity grid (Article 691).

To clearly differentiate these two articles, the scope of
Article 691 has very restrictive criteria. Per Section 691.1,
“This article covers the installation of large-scale PV electric
supply stations with a generating capacity of no less than
5,000 kW, and not under exclusive utility control.” Two informational notes follow. The first clarifies that facilities covered by Article 691 “have specific design and safety features
unique to large-scale PV facilities and are operated for the
sole purpose of providing electric supply to a system operated by a regulated utility for the transfer of electric energy.”
The second informational note provides a reference to the
National Electrical Safety Code (ANSI/IEEE C-2-2012); this
code covers utility-controlled electric supply stations, which
Section 90.2(B) designates as outside the scope of the NEC.
The rationale for developing Article 691 was that large-scale
PV electric supply stations have more in common with power
plants than with typical residential and commercial roofmounted PV systems. Some of these PV power stations have
capacities as large as 500 MW. Without any clear direction in
the NEC on how to deal with these large facilities, some AHJs
find themselves trying to enforce Article 690 requirements on
these massive projects and questioning items such as grounding lugs and conductor sizing.
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One of my power plant
engineering colleagues works
for a company that has designed
and installed numerous wind
and solar power stations. He has
observed that inspectors rarely
visit the company’s wind farms,
whereas local AHJs inspect every
single one of its PV power stations. While engineers have
certainly made mistakes in largescale solar facilities—just as they
occasionally make mistakes in
large coal and nuclear power
plants—the idea that a local AHJ
should enforce design and instal- Article 691 NEC 2017 introduces a new article that details engineering and construction
lation standards on these engi- supervision requirements for large-scale PV electric supply stations. Qualifying facilities are
neered merchant power plants behind-the-fence applications, 5 MW and larger, that are not under utility control but supmakes no sense. Article 691 solves ply power directly to the grid at medium- or high-voltage levels.
this problem for facilities that
meet specific criteria.
documentation requirements for large-scale PV electric
In addition to providing these strict qualification supply stations. For example, Section 691.6, “Engineered
guidelines, Article 691 details the design and construction Design,” clarifies that upon request developers must provide

NEC 2017 Updates
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of the power source(s) outputcircuit current and the rating of
the overcurrent device protecting
the busbar does not exceed 120
percent of the current rating of
the busbar.”

Arc-fault protection for microinverter wire harnesses. During

the 2014 revision cycle, CMP 4
added ac arc-fault protection
requirements for utility-interactive
inverters with exposed wire
harnesses or output cables in
705.12(D)(6). There are two problems with this requirement. The
first problem is that no listed ac
Microgrid systems While Article 705 now includes content related to microgrid systems,
AFCI protection equipment exists
exclusions in 90.2(B)(5) limit the application of these requirements on utility-controlled
to meet this requirement. When
microgrid systems, such as this SDG&E facility in Borrego Springs, CA.
required equipment is not available, language in Section 90.4
to the AHJ design drawings and an independent engineering empowers AHJs to “permit the use of the products, construcreport that details compliance with Article 690, as well as tions, or materials that comply with the most recent previany alternative methods that deviate from those described ous edition of this Code.” The second problem is that some
in Article 690 or other Code sections if applicable. To com- AHJs have not deferred to 90.4 and have instead required that
ply with 691.7, “Conformance of Construction to Engineered installers put microinverter ac cable systems in conduit. Since
Design,” developers must document that PV plant construc- these wire harness and cable systems are not compatible with
tion complies with the engineered design and must provide conduit, 705.6(D) has inadvertently disallowed microinverter
an independent engineering verification report to the AHJ systems in some jurisdictions.
To eliminate future opportunities for misinterpretaupon request.
tion,
CPM 4 removed 705.6(D) as part of the 2017 cycle of
Lastly, Article 691 provides brief direction on four areas
revisions.
In addition, industry stakeholders have filed for
where engineers are most likely to employ alternative design
a
tentative
interim amendment (TIA) that would officially
methods. These relevant sections include 691.8, “DC Voltage
remove
this
requirement from NEC 2014.
Calculations”; 691.9, “PV Equipment Disconnects”; 691.10,
“Arc-Fault Protection”; and 691.11, “Grounding of Fences.”
Microgrid systems. A significant structural change is
the addition of Part IV, “Microgrid Systems.” A new term
ARTICLE 705 CHANGES
in Section 705.2 defines a microgrid as a “premises’ wiring
The three most important changes to Article 705 relate to system that has generation, energy storage, and load(s), or
center-fed panelboards, ac arc-fault protection for wire har- any combination thereof, that includes the ability to disconnesses, and microgrids.
nect from and parallel with the primary source.” An inforCenter-fed panelboards. Connecting interactive PV systems mational note clarifies that exclusions detailed in Section
to center-fed panelboards has become a persistent point of 90.2(B)(5) limit the application of Article 705 requirements
contention for residential installers, particularly those in to microgrid systems under the exclusive control of an elecwestern states where these panelboards are common. Many tric utility. Since many microgrid systems include PV genAHJs have required that installers remove and replace these eration, the microgrid requirements will help installers and
panelboards to make a load-side connection, which not only AHJs distinguish between requirements for these different
is an unnecessary expense but also does nothing to improve electrical power systems.
system safety.
To eliminate this problem, CMP 4 added language to
g C O N TAC T
705.12 that specifically addresses center-fed panelboards.
Section 705.12(B)(2)(3)(d) now states: “A connection at
Bill Brooks / Brooks Engineering / Vacaville, CA / bill@brooksolar.com /
either end, but not both ends, of a center-fed panelboard in
brooksolar.com
dwellings shall be permitted where the sum of 125 percent
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The Solar Softw
By Pamela Cargill

Software specifically developed for solar
market applications has proliferated in
recent years due to sustained industry
growth. A San Francisco Bay Area subject
matter expert curates highlights and
trends from the expanding network of
specialty solar software and services.

Courtesy Aurora Solar and PVComplete

W

hile software is a luxury product for some solar companies, it is integral to the success of others. For example,
many of the largest residential solar sales, financing or
installation companies—such as SolarCity, Sungevity
and Sunrun—use software tools to manage sales, system design, business operations and the overall customer experience. The
use of these software tools, combined with innovative financial services
products and strategic development, is part of what has allowed these companies to scale and capture a large share of the market. In the commercial
sector, many companies are likewise turning to software to expedite the due
diligence process for power purchase agreements or to automate routine
aspects of solar design work.
In this article, I explore the solar software ecosystem at a high level
by defining some basic product categories in relation to different project
phases and activities. I then profile a representative set of specialty solar
software platforms. Given the dynamic nature of both software companies and the solar industry, this is by no means a complete and exhaustive
overview of solar-focused software. Further, I do not intend these software
profiles to serve as a qualitative analysis of a platform’s completeness or
market viability. Collectively, however, these vendors and their platforms
epitomize the expanding software marketplace as it evolves to meet the
needs of the solar industry.
Finally, I address software integration challenges and provide some
best practices related to software adoption. To make informed software
adoption decisions, business owners ultimately need to examine customer and employee pain points, and then conduct a thorough costbenefit analysis. Ideally, software automation should not only improve
50
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the customer experience, but also positively affect a company’s bottom line.

content or expediting presales, project management or postinstallation activities.

CONTENT PROVIDERS
Vendors in this category offer access to content (data) that
solar companies or other software providers need to generThe solar software ecosystem includes platforms for diverse ate proposals or optimize designs. The content that is most
markets, applications and stakeholders. It includes residen- relevant to the solar market generally comprises aerial
tial- and commercial-focused software tools that address images and geospatial data, as well as electricity consumpeverything from project origination to asset management. tion and utility tariff data.
It includes platforms specifically designed for sales profesAerial images and geospatial data. Companies serving the
sionals, engineers and O&M providers, as well as platforms solar market use these data for customer qualification and
designed to improve operational efficiency across an entire system design. Traditionally, the solar industry has relied on
business or between project partners. It also includes con- well-known companies such as Bing, Google or Pictometry
tent providers that supply essential data.
for 2-D aerial imagery. Recent innovations include deployThe table on page 62 summarizes some of the companies able imagery services such as Airphrame (see profile on p.
and platforms that make up the solar software ecosystem. 56) that use aerial robotics to return newer and often more
To keep this list manageable, I have generally emphasized granular site data, though not instantaneously.
self-service software that subscribers can use to perform a
Electricity consumption and utility tariff data. Solar service
task or set of tasks. I have also excluded common customer providers use these data to model energy savings and finanrelationship management (CRM) and marketing automa- cial performance. The most accurate models combine utility
tion tools such as HubSpot and Salesforce. Though many tariff data with interval data from smart meters. Granular
solar companies use these types of platforms, they are not interval data allows software to model financial performance
unique to the solar market but rather meet general busi- under different time-of-use rate structures and to estimate
ness needs.
demand charge reductions. (See “The Value of Interval Data
One way to subdivide the solar software market is accord- in Solar Project Analysis,” SolarPro, January/February 2016.)
ing to categories that correspond to different project phases Utilities that have opted in to the Green Button Initiative
or activities. For example, many vendors focus on providing make these data available in a computer-readable format;
some of these utilities provide access to granular
15-minute interval data, which has enabled new
On-demand imagery Airphrame automates the process of acquiring
software services. Companies such as UtilityAPI
geospatial data such as high-resolution aerial imagery (shown here) or 3-D
and WattzOn streamline access to Green Button
terrain models. Users simply point and click on a map to initiate a project.
data; new proposal tools such as Energy Toolbase
(p. 58) use these interval data.

A System of Interconnected Parts

Co u r t es y A i rp h ra me

PRESALES SOLUTIONS
Software in this category automates or expedites
activities such as lead targeting and nurturing,
CRM, sales design, bidding and estimating, and
proposal generation.
Proposal generation. Presales solutions include
purpose-built proposal tools for solar companies.
OnGrid is a pioneer in this market, having introduced its OnGrid tool in 2005. EnergyPeriscope,
MODsolar and SolarNexus are examples of secondgeneration tools, introduced between 2007 and
2011, with expanded functional capabilities that
address the larger sales process. Aurora Solar
(p. 56), ENACT Systems, Energy Toolbase and
Sighten are some of the third-generation tools
introduced after 2012. Enhancements include
advanced features such as C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 5 4
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
These software solutions generally
focus on improving business operations by expediting transactions with
54
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customers, automatically assigning tasks within an organization and tracking project milestones. Some specialty software solutions address specific needs for solar engineers.
Workflow optimization. It is difficult to overstate the value
of software tools that help solar companies manage the complex and constantly evolving workflow from the point of sale
through project delivery. Part of the reason that the solar
industry has relatively high customer acquisition costs is
that many organizations do not adequately invest in project
delivery improvements. Customers who have a poor experience during project delivery will not refer the installation
company to friends, nor will they encourage others to go
solar. Though some of the specialty platforms profiled in my
2015 article can expedite project management and delivery,
many solar installation companies rely on general-industry
CRM tools such as Salesforce.
Engineering tools. Whereas sales design tools expedite presales activities, specialty solar engineering tools focus on automating tasks associated with project delivery. These activities
include generating plan sets, analyzing real-world conditions
and providing instructions for the construction phase. Aurora,
PVComplete (p. 60) and SolarDesignTool (p. 60) are examples
of specialty software tools that fulfill solar project engineering
needs, albeit in different ways for different constituencies.
POST-INSTALLATION SOLUTIONS
Software tools in this category automate asset management
functions or provide monitoring solutions for individual
systems or project portfolios.
Asset management. Vendors offering specialty solar asset
and portfolio management software C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 5 6

Sales and engineering Aurora Solar’s software platform not only automates array
layout, shade analysis and system design activities, but also generates proposals
that expedite customer acquisition.

Co u r t es y A u ro r a S o l ar

more-integrated financial services offerings, 3-D modeling and shade analysis, and project management workflow
automation. I reviewed many of these platforms in my article
“Residential Solar Software Business Platforms” (SolarPro,
March/April 2015); 14 months is a long time in the context of
software development, so the feature set comparisons in that
article are not current.
Bidding and estimating. While cost estimating is a key
component of proposal generation, the estimating functionality in solar proposal platforms varies significantly.
Some platforms estimate costs and generate bids based
on simple dollar-per-watt inputs, whereas other platforms
generate a bill of materials based on design inputs and
then apply a material markup to each line item. A new market entrant, PVBid (p. 59), has introduced a specialty estimating platform for solar installation companies that uses
actual cost data from the field to inform the estimating and
bidding process.
Sales design. A decade ago, solar installation companies
had to use multiple tools and personnel to determine the
preliminary system designs that inform the sales process.
For example, a site assessor might use Solar Pathfinder or
Solmetric SunEye to determine the usable array area and
potential array capacity. An in-house sales representative
might then use PVWatts to determine the optimal array
capacity by comparing modeled PV system production to
historic energy consumption, and then turn to an online
string-sizing tool to match this array to an inverter. After that,
a system designer or draftsperson might use anything from
paper and pencil to computer-aided drafting tools to generate
a file showing the array on the prospective customer’s roof.
In the mid 2000s, vendors started
introducing specialty software for
solar companies that automates these
disparate steps and datasets. Today,
many proposal generation tools or business management platforms—including ENACT, MODsolar, QuickSolar and
Sighten—have a visual interface that
allows users to access 2-D imagery for
a property, place modules on the roof
and quickly compare multiple array
options. Products such as Aurora and
HelioScope (p. 58) allow more-detailed
shade analyses and also integrate some
basic NEC validations into their system
design tools.
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Keep in mind that software developers change and
iterate their products multiple times per year. Many of
these software companies
have release roadmaps for
introducing additional service layers or significant platform features later in 2016.
Check the vendor’s website or
call the company for the most
up-to-date information.
Circuit-level monitoring and control Curb’s software interface allows homeowners or
energy service providers to view energy consumption and PV production at the branchcircuit level in real time via a mobile app or web dashboard. As the platform learns about
on-site energy consumption, it can suggest efficiency upgrades or send alerts about
unusual energy usage. It can also remotely control a variety of smart devices.

include 3megawatt, HelioStats, Mercatus, PowerHub, Ra
Power Management and Sighten. These platforms provide
views and user experiences tailored to the needs of different
project stakeholders, and manage financial and operational
data coming from portfolios of projects and rolling down to
the individual asset level. Vendors with solar asset management platforms have invested heavily in reporting and analytics interfaces, above and beyond any other feature set.
Among other things, these interfaces allow users to automate compliance reports and performance risk analyses. Ra
Power Management and Sighten provide different fund and
finance management perspectives that are useful for investors and companies managing more-complicated residential solar finance offerings.
Monitoring. Well-known companies such as Draker, Fat
Spaniel (now part of ABB via Power-One) and meteocontrol pioneered solar power plant monitoring. More recently,
vendors such as AlsoEnergy, eGauge, Locus Energy and
Solar-Log have introduced simpler and more user-friendly
monitoring solutions to market. The latest innovators in
this market, such as Curb, seek to integrate solar monitoring solutions with the Internet of things (IoT) by bringing a
wealth of data to consumers or facility managers.

Platform Profiles
For simplicity and transparency, I have organized the following software platform profiles alphabetically. The majority of
these vendors offer a free trial period for their software that
typically lasts 30 days. Some vendors provide full access to
software features during this trial period, while others limit
the features available. Product support options also vary,
ranging from email or phone support to online help centers.
56
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Airphrame Airphrame is a
deployable service that allows
users to obtain different types
of aerial and geospatial data
for potential sites on demand.
The company can provide high-resolution 2-D orthomaps and
3-D point clouds. The former provide the same perspective as
Google Earth but reflect present site conditions; the latter are
similar to LIDAR data and allow users to determine the slope,
azimuth and size of the area. Airphrame can also provide a 3-D
model that users of computer-aided drafting programs such
as AutoCAD and SketchUp Pro can import to assist in their
design work. AutoCAD users can import and manipulate rawpoint cloud data and aerial imagery. Users can even import
certain types of Airphrame data into solar design tools such
as Aurora and HelioScope (via SketchUp Pro integration).
Airphrame currently best suits EPC firms developing projects where survey measurements are critical, such as large,
complex buildings, greenfields or brownfields. The company
has also started to work with businesses that can process
large amounts of imagery and 3-D data, which designers can
use for generating system designs and shade analyses in proprietary or commercial solar proposal and sales platforms.
Airphrame / 415.340.2147 / airphrame.com

Aurora Solar Depending on the package purchased,
solar companies can use Aurora as a sales-only tool or
as an integrated sales and engineering platform. Where
LIDAR data are not available, the platform can convert 2-D images into 3-D models. These 3-D data enable
sophisticated shading and performance analyses and provide compelling graphics for sales proposals. Users with
access to the engineering package can generate singleline diagrams exportable to ArcGIS, AutoCAD, SketchUp
or Visio. This version of the software also verifies NEC
compliance and autogenerates a bill of materials and a
detailed cost breakdown.
Aurora is ideal for companies developing residential and
small commercial solar projects. Over C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 5 8
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the last year, the company has integrated features for developers of larger-scale commercial and industrial projects. The
platform is now capable of supporting and optimizing dualtilt array designs and arrays on curved surfaces. Though
some financers may ask for additional PVSyst models to
meet underwriting requirements, the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory has verified that Aurora’s remote shading
results are statistically equivalent to on-site measurements.
Aurora Solar / aurorasolar.com

In addition to serving energy storage developers, Energy
Toolbase ideally suits installation companies that want to help
customers analyze potential utility tariff changes, identify optimal system designs and quickly generate customer-friendly
proposals. Utility tariffs and net metering policies are shifting
all across the country. Companies that understand how to navigate and work within this changing landscape can help customers become more energy literate and ensure that they get
the most value out of a right-sized solar energy system.
Energy Toolbase / 866.303.7786 / energytoolbase.com

Energy Toolbase Energy Toolbase originally developed
its software platform for commercial energy storage developers. It can also model and optimize customer savings
for PV systems or solar-plus-storage systems based on different utility tariff options. Users can import raw interval
meter data for customers of participating utilities via Green
Button. Energy Toolbase can then use these data to compare different scenarios, such as tiered or time-of-use rate
structures, with or without solar. The platform allows users
to model demand reductions for PV or solar-plus-storage
systems. It also supports virtual net energy metering (NEM)
and NEM aggregation, and can model savings for California
customers subject to NEM 2.0.

HelioScope Folsom Labs developed the core model in
HelioScope as a means of evaluating and analyzing new
PV system technologies such as dc-to-dc converters, which
requires a component-based performance model. The
platform automates and expedites presales design activities such as comparing array and BOS layouts for roof- or
ground-mounted PV systems. This allows users to quickly
evaluate potential sites and system design options. For existing commercial rooftops or flat land areas, users can access
Google Earth imagery within HelioScope or import their
own aerial images. Integration with SketchUp Pro is required
for users to analyze new construction, multi-elevation roof

RT- [ E ] Mount / E Mount AIR
®

The most compact rail-less
PV mounting system under the sun.

100% Code compliant
100% Waterproof
100% Certified

www.roof-tech.us
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planes, 3-D models, point clouds or terrain maps. Because
of its component-based performance model, HelioScope is
capable of analyzing shade or voltage drop with componentlevel granularity.
HelioScope is a good fit for anyone who needs to quickly
assess potential sites for solar, including project originators,
sales support staff, engineers and investors. While the platform primarily addresses presales processes, Folsom Labs
recently introduced the ability to export design data for an
electrical line diagram. The company is currently developing a network of interoperable software products, including a
proposal-generation module, to create a more seamless endto-end experience. Though some financers ask for additional
PVSyst modeling to meet their underwriting requirements,
the independent engineering firm DNV GL ( formerly BEW
Engineering) has validated HelioScope’s performance model.
Folsom Labs / helioscope.folsomlabs.com

Modeling demand reductions Developers can import
customers’ raw interval meter data into Energy Toolbase and
simulate demand charge reductions for advanced energy
storage systems with or without PV. Platform users can also
identify the optimal rate structure for their customers.

PVBid PVBid brings machine learning and real-time project cost feedback to the process of structuring bids for
commercial-scale solar projects. Its premise is that solar
installation companies can improve bidding accuracy and
operational effectiveness by learning about the actual costs
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incurred in the field and
how these differ from
estimating
assumptions.
The platform tracks and
analyzes task-level construction cost data via integration with accounting
tools. This feedback loop
allows the platform to display suggestions for users
putting together a bid.
PVBid
is
currently
accepting beta customers. The company designed
its platform to cut across
work processes, such as bid
development, project management, construction and
accounting, and provide
actionable feedback loops.
Its target customers are EPC
firms and larger solar installation companies looking to
develop more-accurate and
competitive bids.

C ou r te sy F olsom La bs
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Component-level performance modeling In addition to expediting presales design activities
such as array and BOS layout, HelioScope uses a component-based energy simulation engine
capable of modeling new PV system technologies or complex shading scenarios. Folsom Labs
recently added the single-line diagram generator shown here.

PVBid / 510.473.7246 / pvbid.com

PVComplete PVComplete is a toolbar extension for
AutoCAD (the full version), a computer-aided drafting platform that solar companies working in commercial and industrial applications widely use. The platform helps expedite
project engineering by automating or streamlining activities
such as module and BOS placement, string sizing and shade
analysis. It also allows users to quickly run design optimization and other what-if scenarios. Through recent work with
the SunShot Catalyst program, PVComplete has developed a
web front end called PVSketch that allows execution of quick
sales layouts, which users can later import into PVComplete’s
flagship product during the project engineering phase.
PVComplete targets draftspersons and engineers at
EPC firms that specialize in commercial, industrial and
larger-scale projects. A number of EPC firms and large
residential solar companies have had to build tools similar
to PVComplete in-house. PVComplete brings this functionality to the wider marketplace for smaller solar developers.
PVComplete / pvcomplete.com

SolarDesignTool SolarDesignTool is cloud-based software
that automates many of the routine activities involved in preparing residential permit packages. Platform features include
array layout, string sizing for multi-MPPT inverters, voltage drop calculation and basic structural design verification.
Users can import aerial imagery or wireframes (skeletal line
60
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renderings of a 3-D roof) from companies such as EagleView
Technologies or Rooforders. SolarDesignTool exports include
a long list of elements necessary for solar permit packages: a
single-line diagram, a bill of materials, multiple site plan options,
placards and a labels sheet, a structural report for each roof
face and subarray, a wire schedule, an abbreviated conductor
and conduit schedule, and a long-form wire and conduit report.
SolarDesignTool best fits companies in the residential
market that would use it to expedite the process of generating complete engineering plan sets. The most appropriate
users of this tool are personnel with at least an intermediate
understanding of project design principles.
SolarDesignTool / get.solardesigntool.com

Solar Site Design Solar Site Design takes a relatively
low-tech approach to customer acquisition. The platform
empowers independent service professionals—tradespeople, contractors, home automation experts, maintenance
providers and so on—to originate residential or commercial solar projects as an adjunct to their existing businesses.
Solar Site Design takes users through a simple site survey
process, and then delivers this survey report to manufacturers, suppliers, engineering firms or finance companies
that sign up to receive leads within the service territory.
The company provides training for anyone who signs up to
serve as a project originator.
Solar Site Design serves the needs of a wide variety of
stakeholders. Project originators receive C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 6 2
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a commission for every lead that converts to a sale, while fulfillment partners get access to qualified leads. Solar
Site Design also creates white-label
origination programs for solar installation companies and EPC firms.
Solar Site Design / 877.286.1751 /
solarsitedesign.com

SolView SolView has developed a suite
of software around its computer vision
and image analysis capabilities. The
company’s Virtual Canvasser, for example, is a semi-automated solar potential
assessment and lead qualification tool
to help solar companies target residential customers across large areas such
as neighborhoods, towns or zip codes.
The platform extracts information from
aerial imagery, including rooftop contours and orientations, and integrates
these data with weather information,
financial databases, utility rates and
incentives. After Virtual Canvasser finishes its analysis, users can view the
results online and sort them according to different parameters. Lead times
for neighborhood-level or larger batch
analyses are around 30 days.
SolView best serves residential
solar installation companies looking to
streamline customer acquisition and
improve operational efficiency. The
platform allows companies to prepare
targeted proposals for best-qualified
homes and homeowners. Be aware that
SolView’s module placement algorithm
fills all available roof areas, regardless
of the feasibility or advisability of the
module configuration.
SolView / solview.com

The Integration Challenge
While many tools exist to serve the
construction industry, they do not
apply directly to the high-volume,
high-velocity needs of the smallerscale distributed solar industry.
As a result, residential solar companies have had to C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 6 4
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Solar Software Vendors and Content Providers
Company

Software or service

Website

3megawatt

BluePoint

3megawatt.com

Airphrame

Airphrame

airphrame.com

AlsoEnergy

PowerTrack, DECK Monitoring, Workflow Suite

alsoenergy.com

Aurora Solar

Aurora

aurorasolar.com

Clean Power Research

PowerBill, PowerClerk, SolarAnywhere

cleanpower.com

Curb

Curb

energycurb.com

EagleView Technologies

EagleView Reports, Picometry Imagery

eagleview.com

eGauge Systems

eGuard Manager

egauge.net

ENACT Systems

ENACT Solar Sales Software

enact-systems.com

Energy Matters

EnergyPeriscope

energyperiscope.com

Energy Toolbase

Energy Toolbase

energytoolbase.com

Genability

Switch

genability.com

Folsom Labs

HelioScope

helioscope.folsomlabs.com

kWh Analytics

HelioStats

kwhanalytics.com

Locus Energy

Solar-OS

locusenergy.com

Mapdwell

Solar System

mapdwell.com

Mercatus

Mercatus Energy Investment Management (EIM)

gomercatus.com

MODsolar

MODsolar Platform

modsolar.net

OnGrid

OnGrid

ongrid.net

PowerHub

PowerHub

powerhub.com

PVBid

PVBid

pvbid.com

PVComplete

PVComplete

pvcomplete.com

QuickSolar

QuickSolar

quicksolar.com

Ra Power Management

RPM Solar Asset Management

rpm.solar

Rooforders

Solar Report, Roof Report

rooforders.com

Sighten

Sighten

sighten.io

Solar Site Design

Solar Site Design

solarsitedesign.com

Solar-Log

Solar-Log WEB

solar-log-america.com

Solar Census

Solar Census Generator, Solar Census Surveyor

solarcensus.com

SolarDesignTool

SolarDesignTool

get.solardesigntool.com

SolarNexus

SolarNexus Sales Pro, All Pro or Project Pro

solarnexus.com

Sun Number

Sun Number

sunnumber.com

SolView

Solar Estimator, SolView Policy Planner, Virtual Canvasser

solview.com

UtilityAPI

UtilityAPI

utilityapi.com

WattzOn

Energy Center

wattzon.com

Target applications

Primary users

Solar portfolio asset management

Project developers and asset managers

On-demand geospatial data (high-resolution images, 2-D ortho maps and 3-D models)

Project developers, designers and surveyors

Monitoring (software and hardware), SCADA systems, portfolio management,
commissioning, O&M, reporting

Developers, EPCs, installers, O&M providers and investors

Solar sales, design and shade analysis

Installation companies

Electric rate and incentive data and energy simulations (PowerBill); energy program
administration (PowerClerk); irradiance data and analytics (SolarAnywhere)

Installation companies, owners, software developers, utilities, energy agencies,
asset managers and O&M providers

Circuit-level energy consumption and solar production monitoring and management

Solar installation companies and energy service providers

Solar prospecting, lead generation, roof qualification and measurement,
permitting inputs

Residential solar installation companies

Monitoring hardware, web interface, portfolio manager

Solar installation companies

CRM and sales, energy analytics, proposal generation, document and operations
management, project finance

Developers, installation companies and investors

Solar sales, performance and financial analysis

Solar installation companies and distributors

Solar-plus-storage proposals, system optimization and financial analysis

Solar-plus-storage project developers

Energy cost and savings data application program interface (API)

National project developers, installers and service providers

PV design, layout and component-level performance modeling

Commercial system designers and engineers

Risk management associated with investment in solar projects or portfolios of projects

Project developers and investors

Solar monitoring and data analytics

Installation companies, fleet managers, utilities, investors and OEMs

Online rooftop solar assessment

Members of urban communities (including Boston, Cambridge and Wellfleet, MA;
Boulder, CO; New York; Portland, OR; San Francisco; and Washington, DC)

Project origination, development and financing

Project developers and investors

Solar sales process, lead through transaction

Installation companies

Solar sales and financial analysis

Installation companies

Solar portfolio asset management

Project owners, asset managers, O&M providers and investors

Solar project estimating

Installation companies and system integrators

Solar design and engineering automation with CAD integration

Commercial system designers and engineers

Array sizing and layout; proposal and lead generation

Installation companies

Solar portfolio management

Project developers and investors

Roof plans, solar insolation and solar shading from aerial imagery

Residential solar installation companies

Solar sales, financing and portfolio management

Project developers, installers, originators and investors

Solar project origination

Sales professionals and project developers

Solar portfolio monitoring, operations and maintenance

Asset owners, installers and O&M providers

Lead generation (Generator); online rooftop shade analysis (Surveyor)

Installation companies

Residential design and engineering tool

Residential installation companies and system designers

Solar business operations, sales and project management

Installation companies

Online solar assessment and customer acquisition

Installation companies

Online solar assessment (Solar Estimator); utility rate and program analysis (Policy
Planner); targeted sales (Virtual Canvasser)

Installation companies, utilities and energy agencies

Energy usage data provider

Installation companies and project developers

Utility data and analytics; customer engagement

Installation companies and service providers
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company. When he interviewed me
on his “Solar Energy Show” podcast
in April 2015, Cinnamon noted that
as Akeena grew, the business became
more complex and expensive to operate. Some of the attempts to use
software and training to automate
routine activities cost the company
more money than they saved in the
long run, in part because AHJs frequently changed local installation and
permitting requirements.
SOFTWARE ADOPTION EVALUATION
I recommend that solar companies
employ the following steps and best
practices when evaluating software
platforms for possible adoption.

Permitting package In addition to dynamically generating single-line diagrams in PDF
or DWG formats, SolarDesignTool can identify residential projects eligible for expedited
permitting and automatically populate this standard permit package.

1. Develop realistic expectations
about what software can and cannot
do. Solar is an energy business, and

custom-develop many of the IT solutions they need, either
in-house or using outside firms. Today’s market leaders have
a clear head start on this, but their tools and processes are
by no means perfect.
In some cases, the increased administrative burden associated with custom-built IT solutions may even
negate the value of adopting the software. If company
complexity requires increasing the
number of IT systems and special- Project engineering PVComplete automates project design and engineering activities
ized staff to integrate and maintain for both ground- and roof-mounted PV systems. Users can rapidly run multiple design
those systems, companies should iterations, compare production estimates and identify the optimal project configuration.
ask whether there is value—and a
path to profitability—in implementing these systems.
Barry Cinnamon, the chief executive officer of Cinnamon Solar and
Spice Solar, can attest to the reality of
these challenges. Today, Cinnamon
runs his small residential installation
company near San Jose, California, with
simple software and minimal automation. He uses a Microsoft Excel–based
spreadsheet to put together quotes, a
purpose-built layout tool specific to
Spice Solar products and a basic CRM
tool. Previously, Cinnamon was the
chief executive officer of Akeena Solar,
the first national-scale solar installation
64
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the energy business is rife with policies and regulations. Software will
not streamline these policy and regulatory frameworks. While some software platforms may
help your company keep track of AHJ requirements, someone must maintain these databases, which may require
frequent updates.
2. Streamline your current process as much as possible. It
is critical that solar companies first seek to understand the
ideal experience from the perspective of C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 6 6
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Solar Software Ecosystem

the customer. Companies then need
to align their human resources and
processes to serve that goal. Only
after completing this work can companies implement the automations
most appropriate to support that process and experience.

important to align your work processes, you need to make sure you
have the right employees in the right
roles. After streamlining your processes, you may find that you have
too many people covering one task
and not enough dedicated to another.
You may have created a new role or
eliminated an old one. Be kind in this
process. This is best undertaken as a End-to-end platform Solar sales software tools have evolved over the past
bottom-up initiative where employees decade from specialized Microsoft Excel–based financial analysis and proposal tools
are actively engaged in the process to end-to-end platforms like Sighten (shown here) that address project origination and
of envisioning the best ways to serve design as well as financing, operations, asset management and reporting.
customers. This way they will see
themselves fitting into these new roles rather than feeling follows is a compounding loss to the installer. After all, how
subject to a judgment imposed from above. In many cases, long can a company operate at a loss to win projects before
superstar employees will seize the opportunity to jockey pas- it goes out of business?
sionately for a role they have always dreamed of and are likely
6. Create an implementation plan. Many IT implementations
to excel at.
fail because they were not well planned and executed. Just
4. Evaluate remaining employee and customer pain points. as business-process changes require planning, documentaOnce business owners have the right processes and people tion and personnel training, so does software implementain place, they can examine the remaining customer and tion. Your implementation plan should include a calendar
employee pain points. This analysis will provide insight for adoption, and it should address employee training, comabout how best to incorporate software or process auto- munications, documentation and support services. Implemation. If you skip straight to this step without laying the mentations can go awry because people, generally speaking,
groundwork in steps 1–3, you run many risks. Your results do not like change. Involving employees early in the process—
may not stick, you may not achieve the desired results, and identifying pain points, suggesting improvements and selectyou could wind up overpaying for IT services or hardware. ing software—is a good way to help them embrace change.
5. Evaluate the costs versus the benefits of software adoption.
7. Set goals. If you have followed steps 1–6, you should be
As an example, assume that a solar installation company able to set specific goals and metrics to evaluate the software
can reduce the sales price of a typical residential PV system implementation. Perhaps you want to see a 20% reduction
by $450 if it makes a $5,000 investment in software tools and in lost customer project files or convert 30% more leads to
datasets. To amortize that investment, the company will sales. If you set realistic and tangible goals, you can periodineed to increase its volume of customers. However, there cally evaluate your progress to see if you are on track to meet
may be additional business costs associated with serving them. If not, you may want to reconsider using the platform.
more customers. The company might need to hire more office Just be sure to give your organization adequate adjustment
staff, add another installation crew and buy another truck. time, as it takes a month or two for any change in process or
Further, there may be recurring costs associated with the software to become the new status quo.
software and datasets, including monthly fees for softwareas-subscription services and access fees for on-demand
g C O N TAC T
imagery or electrical interval data. While some might argue
Pamela Cargill / Chaolysti / Alameda, CA / pcargill@chaolysti.com /
that the initial investment will allow the installation comchaolysti.com
pany to win more business, others might caution that what
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3. Make sure you have the right
people in the right roles. Just as it is
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Projects

System Profiles

Native

C ou r te sy N a tive (4)

Texas State Bank

Overview
DESIGNER: Elijah Johnston-Heck,
lead designer, Native, buildnative.com
LEAD INSTALLERS: Joe Silver,
director of operations, and Les Wilcox,
commercial solar project manager,
Native; Casey Roberson, lead installer,
1Sun Solutions, 1sunsolutions.com
DATE COMMISSIONED:
January 30, 2016
INSTALLATION TIME FRAME:
52 days
LOCATION: San Angelo, TX, 31.5°N
SOLAR RESOURCE:
5.31 kWh/m2/day
ASHRAE DESIGN TEMPS: 98.6°F
2% average high, 14°F extreme
minimum
ARRAY CAPACITY: 94.5 kWdc
ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION:
140,658 kWh
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S

ince opening its doors in 1963, Texas
State Bank (TSB), a locally owned,
independent community bank, has
been a leader in San Angelo and many
of the surrounding communities in
west Texas. TSB has a history of investing in energy efficiency technologies. In
2014, the bank replaced the nation’s first
commercial heat pump HVAC system
with a Mitsubishi variable refrigerant
flow system that uses
a cutting-edge commercial lineset metal
ducting system from
RectorSeal. In 2015,
Chairman of the Board
J. Mark McLaughlin
and President and CEO
Gary Cox turned their
attention to the bank’s
large parking lot.
McLaughlin and
Cox had taken notice
of a nearby solar

carport structure at the San Angelo
Museum of Fine Arts. They subsequently
learned that Native, a solar integrator
and green building company with offices
in Austin, San Antonio and Dallas, had
developed the 16.5 kW solar carport with
funding from a Green Mountain Energy
Sun Club grant, and they contacted the
company. Despite the bank’s existing
energy efficiency investments and smart

energy management practices, Native
realized early on that it would take a relatively large array to make a significant
dent in the bank’s energy bills. The resulting 94.5 kWdc solar carport will offset a
projected 25% of TSB’s electricity usage.
Elijah Johnston-Heck, Native’s
lead designer, developed the system’s
mechanical design around a carport
structure from Denver-based S:Flex.
The selected S:Flex 7-High PV Carport
supports 43 seven-module columns
of 72-cell Solartec 315 W modules in
portrait orientation. TSB was very
pleased with Native’s recommendation of
Solartec modules. Solartec is a Houstonbased manufacturer, which aligns with
the bank’s values of supporting local
businesses and creating Texas energy
jobs. Six steel columns support the
carport’s upper structural members. The
canopy’s compact foundation footprint
ensured that the lot did not lose a single
parking space. TSB opted for a hotdipped galvanized structure to assure its
durability over the life of the system.
Several local businesses contributed
to the TSB project. SKG Engineering
provided geotechnical services. Monte
Merriman of M&M Steel Erectors led the
carport structure assembly. Accurate
Drilling and Construction came through

on a tight schedule,
providing the drilling
and dirt work needed
to mount the carport
structure and trench
through the parking lot
to the bank’s point of
interconnection.
Two SMA America Sunny Tripower
inverters provide power conversion for
the 94.5 kW carport array. Native configured the system’s STP60-US inverter
with 12 20-module source circuits. The
second inverter, an STP20000TL-US, has
three 20-module source circuits. Native
installed one extra module (at no cost)
on the canopy that is not electrically
connected to the system. For aesthetics,
the carport layout required 301 modules,
but keeping string lengths consistent
resulted in a 300-module array. The extra
module is available as an immediate
replacement if needed.
“We installed the TSB project in under
15 weeks while working around the
Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year
holidays. S:Flex was able to expedite its production schedule, and TSB President Gary
Cox was instrumental in connecting Native
with several local San Angelo businesses to
help with key phases of the project.”

— Elijah Johnston-Heck, Native

Equipment Specifications
MODULES: 300 Solartec S72PC-315,
315 W STC, +3/-0%, 8.44 Imp,
37.3 Vmp, 8.93 Isc, 44.3 Voc
INVERTERS: 3-phase 480/277 Vac
service; one SMA America Sunny
Tripower STP20000TL-US, 20 kW
rated output, 1,000 Vdc maximum
input, 380–800 Vdc rated MPPT range,
150–1,000 Vdc MPPT operating range;
one SMA Sunny Tripower STP60-US,
60 kW rated output, 1,000 Vdc maximum input, 685–800 Vdc MPPT range
(at 480 Vac); one SMA America IM-10
Inverter Manager (for STP60-US)
ARRAY (SMA STP60-US): 20 modules per source circuit (6,300 W, 8.44
Imp, 746 Vmp, 8.93 Isc, 886 Voc), 12
source circuits total (75.6 kW, 101.28
Imp, 746 Vmp, 107.16 Isc, 886 Voc),
source circuits aggregated at Shoals
STG.CBC.12.BLBHNC01D0 combiner
with 15 A fuses
ARRAY (SMA STP20000TL-US):
20 modules per source circuit (6,300
W, 8.44 Imp, 746 Vmp, 8.93 Isc, 886
Voc), three source circuits total (18.9
kW, 25.32 Imp, 746 Vmp, 26.79 Isc,
886 Voc), source circuits aggregated
at SMA America 1000-US Connection
Unit with 15 A fuses
ARRAY INSTALLATION: Parking
canopy, S:Flex 7-High PV Carport,
galvanized steel structural members,
10-foot vehicle clearance height,
238° azimuth, 15° tilt
SYSTEM MONITORING: eGauge
Systems E3000 production and
consumption monitoring
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Projects
Haleakala Solar

C ou r te sy H a le a k a la S ola r

Clark Residence

Overview
LEAD DESIGNER: Ryan Delpier, resi-

dential design manager, Haleakala Solar,
haleakalasolar.com
LEAD INSTALLER: Terrence Fuentes,
installation lead, Haleakala Solar
DATE COMMISSIONED:

December 2015
INSTALLATION TIME FRAME: 5 days
LOCATION: Wailea, Hawaii, 20.7°N
SOLAR RESOURCE: 5.46 kWh/m2/day
ASHRAE DESIGN TEMPERATURES:

87.8°F 2% average high, 55.4°F
extreme minimum
ARRAY CAPACITY: 21 kWdc
ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION: 36.43 MWh

O

ne of the oldest solar installation
companies in Hawaii, Haleakala
Solar has been installing solar hot water
and PV systems since 1977. Around 2010,
the company experienced an increase in
demand for PV systems for condominiums and apartment complexes under
the stipulation that the installations met
newly enforced homeowner’s association
(HOA) and Association of Apartment
Owners (AOAO) policies regarding array
aesthetics and protection. This included
a mandate for skirting around the solar
array to conceal the module frames and
racking system. Completed in December
2015, the Clark residence solar array complied with these new HOA guidelines.
The installation interconnects to the
Maui Electric Company’s grid under the
Net Energy Metering (NEM) program.
The Clark residence was one of the last
systems Haleakala Solar installed that
enjoys the one-for-one credit earned
when exporting energy into the grid. As
of October 2015, the Hawaii Public
Utilities Commission, in conjunction
with the Hawaiian Electric Companies,

discontinued the NEM program and
implemented the Distributed Energy
Resources program, which adversely
affects the economics of solar in Hawaii.
Haleakala Solar chose Mounting
Systems’ Alpha+ racking and Quick
Mount PV’s Quick Hook system for
securing the array on the home’s tile roof.
Compared to hanger bolts, the flashed
tile hook system results in a lower-profile
array with a more durable watertight seal.
The use of tile hooks requires installers
to put in more labor in the field, but the
hooks save money in the long run by minimizing potential roof leaks the integrator
may have to address.
When HOAs first started introducing
new aesthetic guidelines, Haleakala Solar
approached various vendors looking for a
skirt solution that would conform to the
new requirements. Unable to find a suitable product, the Haleakala Solar team
opted to develop its own solution. While
this company-made skirting met the
requirements for approval, it was expensive to produce and time-consuming to
install. Tony Racanelli, a representative
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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Equipment Specifications
MODULES: 70 LG Electronics

LG300N1K-G4, 300 W STC, +3/-0%,
9.26 Imp, 32.5 Vmp, 9.7 Isc, 39.7 Voc
INVERTERS: Single-phase 120/240

Vac service, 70 Enphase M250-602LL-S22, 250 W peak output, 240 W
rated (continuous) output, 48 Vdc maximum input, 27–39 Vdc MPPT range,
16–48 Vdc operating range
ARRAY: Four 16-module ac source circuits (4 kWac peak, 16 kWac total), one
six-module ac source circuit (1.5 kWac
peak); array total 17.5 kWac peak
ARRAY INSTALLATION: Roof-mount
Monier concrete tile, Mounting Systems
Alpha+ racking, Quick Mount PV Quick
Hook mounts, SolaTrim array barrier,
multiple roof azimuths (32 modules at
107°, 12 at 197°, 22 at 287° and four at
7°); 18° tilt (all arrays)

for array barrier manufacturer SolaTrim,
introduced one of Haleakala Solar’s
key customers, the Wailea Community
Association, to the SolaTrim product.
Haleakala staff discovered that SolaTrim
addressed all their needs for a robust,
cost-effective skirt.
In addition to addressing aesthetic
considerations, the SolaTrim product protects array wiring from pests
and the buildup of vegetation debris.
While Haleakala Solar’s installers were
initially concerned that the Hawaiian
tropical winds would cause the
SolaTrim panels to separate from the
module frames, the manufacturer has
tested its product design and militarygrade adhesive system for just such
applications and has designed it to last
for the lifetime of rooftop PV systems.

Due to the large energy demands of
the residence, the design uses almost all
the available roof space for solar, including the north-facing surfaces. Because of
the site’s close proximity to the equator
and moderate roof slope, the northfacing modules produce at 80% capacity.
Haleakala Solar selected Enphase inverters to mitigate the effects of periodic
shading due to the surrounding vegetation and second-story roof.
“SolaTrim eliminated the costs associated
with Haleakala Solar’s manufacturing of its
own aesthetic skirting. SolaTrim’s adhesivebased product cuts skirting installation to
just a few hours on systems such as the
Clark residence. In addition, the barrier satisfied the HOA’s skirting requirements.”

—Jasen Hartford, commercial energy
consultant, Haleakala Solar

AC CIRCUIT AGGREGATION: One
Eaton BR816L125RP 125 A outdoor
load center, 20 A Eaton BR220 breaker
per ac source circuit; 15 A Eaton BR115
breaker installed in PV load center feeds
a receptacle that powers the Enphase
Envoy communications gateway
SYSTEM MONITORING: Enphase Envoy

Do you have a recent PV
or solar heating project
we should consider for
publication in SolarPro?
Email details and photos to:
projects@solarprofessional.com
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communications gateway, Enphase
Enlighten web-based monitoring

FREE

PV Commissioning and
Testing guidance book
and posters
Visit seawardsolar.com/solarpro

The all-in-one
PV test solution
Save yourself up to 40 minutes with the PV150, the only all-in-one PV
tester in the world. As a result, it’s lightning fast (Riso, Voc and Isc tests
in 5 minutes), intuitive, reassuringly safe when connected to live PV
systems and provides complete test traceability.
Performs the following tests:
4
4
4
4

Visit www.seawardsolar.com/solarpro
or call 813-886-2775

Ground Continuity
Open Circuit Voltage (Voc)
Short Circuit Current (Isc)
Polarity

4 Insulation Test (IRT)
4 Real Time Irradiance
4 Panel & Ambient
Temperature
Temperature

TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP

